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SECRETS TO COME
Hadrey Promises to Get the
Information Wanted.
ROC:IMPELLER'S ormcz
BOY TO BE WITNESS,
Worked Where Facts Were Learned




New York, Jan. 12.—Through an
anonymous lettet signed "A Wall-
stree tClerk," Attorney-Genera li Had-
ley of Missouri discovered yesterday
t • witness whose testimony, it is de-
clared, will probably do more to dis-
close the secret workings of the
Standard Oil company than that of all
the witnesses who have been hither-
to examined in the inquiry be-
fore Commissioner Sanborn.
Thie witness, John Corkhill, began
his business career as John D. Rocke-
feller's office boy and worked kis way
up until he was confidential man to
W. E. Bemis, manager of the Stand-
ard's cicaring-hnitse, where the rela-
tions between the subsidiary com-
panies and the Standard corporations
a are-laid bare. Mr. Corkhill continued
with the Standard until' John D.
Rockefeller's retirement from active
management. Then fcllowed a period
- of retrenchment and he resigned.
The writer of the letter to the at-
torney-general said that he feared be
would lose his poeition if his identity
became known, but he whaled to hebp
the investigation and so suggested
Corkhill as a valuable witness. Im-
mediately upon its receipt, Mr.- Had-
ley turned the letter over to Rush
Lake, assistant attorney-general of
lassouri, and before the day was
over Me Corkhill was located.
Seel Corkhil.
"Mr*. Corkhill" said the assistant
attorney-general, "the State of Mis-
souri has, instituted proceedings to
show that the Standard Oil com-
pany of Indies*, the Waters-Pierce
Oil Company and the Republic Oil
company 
e7
t all part of the Standard
Oil Mist. / 
,i 
understand that you have,
something to say about the opera-
tions ,e(f these companies, and I de-
sire/to call you as a witness."
"Sure," said Mr., Corkhill, "they're
all at 26 Broadway. While I was.
hs. with Mr. Bemis all their reports
passed through the office. I don't
know about testifying, though. I
guess you'd better talk to my lawyer."
t The lawyer referred to was called
into the conference and said he could
see no reason why M. Corktill
should not tell what he knew. He ad-
vised, however, that his client think- it
over (luring the night. This was
agreeable to both parties and an en-
gagement was made whereby Mr.
Corkhill will meet Mr. Lake this
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock and accept
service of the subpoena which was
issued for him when Mrs. Hadley re-
ceived the information regarding him.
Praises Rockefeller.
s. "John D. Rockefeller Was the best
friend the Standard Oil employes
ever had," Mr. Cockhibl said after his
talk with ?sf.r. Lake. "He was neve
' too busy to listen tb you if you want-
ed advice or anything else. Whil
was running things it was very•
ferent from what it is now. Yes, i
• my attorneys says SO. I will tell all
I know."
When news of the discovery of
Corkhill and what the latter said was
btought to Attorney-general Hadley.
he Was jubilant.
"He will make the best witneee we
I have had." he 
declared. "This ob-
structive policy does not always pay.
It appears to me from the day's de-
velopments that it is a eflitinet ad-
vantage. Of course I secured the
issnanee of a sithpoetui for Mr :Bemis
without waiting a second. -r hope
we catch him."
",1 am ender the impression.," Mr.
Hadley continued, sod referving to
the postponement of the heariag yes-
terday, "that the attitude bf the
Standard Oil attorney is distated by
r the belief that if they can stave off
testimony uhtil after the proteedings
in the Supreme Court I will be so
anxious to get home that Mr. 'Mehl-,
Standard force, will be examined be-
fore I leave New York."
Mr. Hagerman, who has been of
the Standard attorneys since the
hearing before Speeiall Commissioner
Sanborn began had no-hesitancy yes-
terday in admitting that in the event
of an adverse ruling by Justice Gil-
dersleeve, M. Rogers' case would
be taken at once to the Appelate
division- of the Supreme court.
" \aast!ilsa r deaesae ssai assa
Hadley, when he was told Of this.
"No matter' how long it takes,
though, we'll get at the facts."
Attorney-General Hadley and At-
torney-Generab Mayer of this state
had a talk at the Waldorf-Astoria
last night. Ma. Mayer said that the
meeting had been purely social. He
was desirious of knowing M. Hadley.
The Standard Oil case had been
talked over, as a matter of curse,
but there was no possible part for his
office to play in it.
FINE PIECE
THE KENTUCKY WAS CROWD-
ED LAST EVENING TO
THE DOORS.
Dixon's Piece Captured Audience
Throughout, But Seemed to Be
Weak in Support..sr-
The Kentiicky last everting prob-
ably held as barge crowd as ever
passed its doors pon one night, as
the playhouse /was packed, larg
crowds stan4ig around the rear of
the tiers of, seat, room being at such
premitura. Manager .Roberts sold
all his seats, both upstairs and down-
scant, long before 9 o'clock an1
closed the box office.
The play was one of deep interest
especially to southerners and its
merited parts received the just ap-
plause throughout the entire produc-
tion, and everyone was held in the
closest of attention into every de-
tail.
Many critics seemed to thin hat
although the play and plot was a
most excellent one, still the support
was weak in several part,, but this
did not deter in the interest, because
Southern conjecture could clearly de-
pict the realties where seemed to he
a slight weakness in the caste. Taken
as a whole through, the troupe turned
away a delightfully pleased house that
pronounced -Dixon's play a master-
piece in its line and its return here
would be welcomed.
The company traveled in its private
car and this morning at 1:40 o'clock
left op its tour through Kentucky
abutting states.
Probably the weakness some
thought existed, a as prompted
through the fact that those particu-
lar one's ;Arts did not set well with
the sentiments of the expressing ones.
CLEANING STREET.
Carts and Department Out Yesterday
Shoveling Slush Away.
Yesterday the street carts came
and shoveled up 'the snow and trash
:gong the public thoroughfares where
the latter are paved with brick. The
members of the street ckaning de-
partment have been waiting for the
snow and ice...on the streets to melt
so it could be scooped up, and yester-
day-much of it was carried away and
thoroughfares put in a neater con-
on. It is very hard to keep the
'aye nice and ckan during -this
ind of weather, but considering ev-
erytbing the department loess trryttsu-
ally well. •
Gaither Taken Back.
eeterday horning 'Marshal, Bar-
nett of Earlingtan, left for that city
with . -Major Gather, the negro
charged wit6 murdering Scott Hole-
man, colored., at that place Christmas
night. Detective Williatn Baker of
here went along tq help take b;ick the
darks, who is a hill man, and also to
claim the $too reward that has been
offared for capture of the desperado
who was caught at Eleventh and
Jones streets here.
"Rags Into Sewers.
rrankie Dixon, colored, was ar-
rested yesterrlay on a warrant sworn
out chargineher with letting grease,
itige and other refuse be thrown'into
thl drains for the sanitary sewera
connections leading from eity's mains
bold, Wm. G. Rockefeller and others, into the' retort the negress conducts
who have hip subpoenaed and not
placed on the stan,d, will eseape ex-
amination.
- Will Stay There.
"I am anxious to get home, but I
will permit no persosal consideration.
to interfere with the inquiry. Mr
Rockefelkr. M?-Archbold and all the
other Standard Oil men T can retch,
with the witnesses outside 'of the son, where he is 'boarding.
on West douear Ninth street
•
NOBLE LADIES
EXCELLENT REPORT F014. THE
HOME OF THE FRIEND-
• LESS.
Many Children Have Been Cared for,
While Homes Were Procured
for Others.
The board of the Home of the
Friendless elected the following. offi-
cers for the ensuing year: Mrs. Jas.
Campbell, honorary presiderft; Mrs.
Elbridge Palmer, active president;
Mrs. J. R. Pury.ears vice president.;
Mrs. Chit,-. laffeason, 'secretary; Mrs.
Goo. Warfield, assistant secretary;
Mrs. E. P. Gilson, -treasurer.'
Mill. Palmer appointed her stand-
ing committee/a for the year. The
first name on each committee is chair
man: Supply Or provision—Mrs. L.
S. DuBois, Mrs. A. B . Sowell, Mrs.
A. J. Bauer, Mrs. Geo. VVarfield.
Adinission and home finding—Dr.
Delia Cakiwell, Mrs. J. G. Miller,
Mrs. Etbridge Palmer.
Clothing—Mrs. Louis M. Rieke.




House furnishing—Mrs. Cook Hits-
bands, Mrs. Henry Well, Mrs. J. R.
Puryeae.
School—Mrs. J. G. Miller, Mrs.
Muscoe Burnett, Miss Florence Ra-
per.
On January. 1st, 1905, there were 20
girls, 8 boys and 20 women in the
Home.
Admitted durissie 19o5, 23 girls, 8
Wye, and 20 women and 5 babies.
Good homes were founts; for 26 girls,
at boys and 18 warren. There are at
present 22 girls, 6 boys, 2 IVOItten and
2 babies in the Home.
The collection for 1905 was $1,978.
92; disbursements, $1,697.15; balance
in trea-sury January 1st, v906, $281.77.
Of the collection's $840 was given by
the council and $.too of the disburse-
ments was paid on building debt.
The ladies in charge are thankful to
the putic for their co-operation and
MRS. CHAS. JOHNSON, Secy.
Another Coat Gone,
Mr. Hardy Anderson yesterday
morning reported to the police that
the evening before someone !note his.
overcoat, pair of shaes and either.
clothing from. his room, at the Hart





REMAINS OF MR. SULLIVAN'S
CHILD TAKEN TO MAY-
FIELD.
Body of Ben Adler Turned Over to
Coroner yesterday—Mrs, Cov-
ington's Father Dead.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
there was shipped to Mayfield the re-
mains of the little 5-year-old child of
Mr. Sullivan, of 706 South Fourth
street. The body will be buried
there. • The child died of typhoid fe-
r and not scarlet fever, as reported.
Coroner Took Charge.
Yesterday the remains of Mr. Ben
Adler were turned Ovs.'ir to Coronet
Frank Ealcer, by Undertakers Matil
& Efinger, and probabilities are it
will be interred in the pauper ceme-
tery, as no one hate claimed the re-
mains for interment. He died at the
city hospital. of pneumonia after be-
ing there only a few 'hours. •
Paducahso's Father.
Mr. and Mora. Will Ed Covington
left several days ago for Adairville,
Ky., to intend the bedside of' thelat-
ter's father, Mr. John M. Conn, 'Who
was ill. Now word from there yes-
terday was that the ailing gentleman
pfiseed away as the result of the at-
tnekhich was of a perious nature
from the outset. He was one of the
moist protnineist meii of Adairville
and widely known. •
\Vend from Owensbare, Ky.,- is
that there died M. Martha A. Ruth
enford, one 4)f the most ,eatinsable le-
dies of that vicinity. She was the
mother of Mr. B., Rutherford. the
well known traveling man, who is
here every few weeks.
TRIUMPHAL ENTRY
INTO TOKIO.
Tokio. Jan. I2.—Gen. 'Neu, who
commanded the left army eldring the
war with Russia, made a triumphal
entry into the capital this morning.
'The general and. his ,staff drove in
imperial carriages to the palace. The
greatest enthusiasm was manifested
by the people svho lined the route,
cries of "Nantrhan" and "Tielin" greet
ing the general who isolated Port Ar-




KLEIN'FElaTER SEEMS aTO BE
MAN OF lVLUCH
WEALTH.
Got Down Into Kentucky Though
and Wip Taken in Just Like the
Balance by Officers.
Officer Aaron Hurley yesterday
stated that he had lea'rned that E.
Kleinfelter, arrested here several days
ago, was the sheriff of - A*ghany
county PeInsylerania, and a man
worth abo t $75a000. Hesis the man
taken charge .of at the Union depot
on the charge of carrying 'concealed
weapons, and fined $as and costs in
the police court, and in addition sent
to jail for ten days. He paid' the
tine and appealed the jail sentence
part to the higher courts.
The patrolman said that a traveling
man passing through the city had
stated that Kleinfelter WAS a very
wealthy man and his mission to this
city was to buy a steamboat, in
which business he probably contem-
plated devoting a portion of his time
until he went out office. While here
he was with a man whit stated that
he aaned the steamboat. Clifton,
which was a (lay or two afterwards
tied up.ty the United States court
authorities upon a libel suit being
filed against the craft for several
hundred dol:ars claimed due the St.
ernard • Mining company for fuel
furnisheilthe steamer. Yesterday the
procee-a*.; was dismissed upon the
owner pi thug the claim, ,
It is ltaid that somehow tl*re got
back to Pentasylvania word of the
sheriff king Z-reeted here, and that
the pa s of that state gave him a
gr>od, r d roasting for his recrrit
actions bile in this place. He. has
not bee heard from since the esca-
pade.
AHe into a hack here and after
using s e, at the -depot wanted ao
pay the river wily twenty-aye cents,
while the cabby Ilaimedthe owed him
$1 and Otis brought on a quarrel that
resulted,-' in the officers arrestingKleinfee







Sachem Eugene Graves Named the
Appointive Authorities Who Are
td Serve With Him
Last evening there was a big meet-
ing of the Red Men's lodge at their
assembly hall on North Fourth street
at which 'time there was installed the
officers elecend one .week before, in
addition to the appointive ones named
last night by Siachein Eugene Graves.
The gathering was oar of much in-
tereet-to the matt, affiliates, there.
The officene elected hat week were
Fustese Graves, sachem; David Cross,
prophet; Clarence Householder, sen-
ior eagamore; Robert B. Richardson,
junior etagamore; Chas. P. Wilstach,
chief of records; A. J. Smith, keeper
of wampum; William E. Buck, col-
lector of mpinn; Al M. Foreman,
trustee fen eighteen months; Dr. W.
J. Bass, medicine man; GtOrtme 0.
Ttrugram, representative to the Great
Council of Kentucky which meets hi
Jute at Frankfort, Ky.
The appointive ofircials named by
the sachem were as follows: Mel
Byrd, first ,sanap: R. E. _Curd, second
sanap: Frank Bennett, guard of the
wigwam; John Hock, guard' of for-
eat; T. E. Graety, first warrior; A.
K. Purdy, second warrior; • Charles
Cook, third warrior; John Arts, Jr.,
'faurth warrior; W. T. McDowell,
first brave; Stephen P. Poole, second
brave; Sydney. Smith, third brave;
George Radford, forth biave; club-
room committee—M M.F Foreman.
cihairmaa; T. E. Grassy, J. H. Wee-
nier David A. Cross and . A. J.
Smih.
Ilhe entertainment commit t ee liatn-
eid is composed of Clarence House-
holder, Henry Leonard and Robert B.
Richardson.
EXPENDITURE. OF $13,000exich 
'BIGELOW REPEATSWill Be Made in South Soon by NewOwners of Tennessee Coal
and Iron Company.
Ohicago, Jan. 1 2 . —The Ta r ibune to-
day says: Extensive plans* the de-
velopment of the iron and steel in-
dustries of the South* are involved in
the proposed merger of • the Tennee-
All His Charges Relative to
the Panama Canal.
Li.)3. an,: ,ron a:., 3A-1.3from and Steel .conspanitisa _ 'DON'T CHANGE CONDITIONSThe project provides for an expend-
iture of $13,000,000 for the building
of new mill% the exploitation of Intimates Facts Are Within Abilitymines and eacteneive investments toy- Any Reliable Man to Secure atering a period of years.
Steel company and the Tennessee 
Small Cost.Control of the Republic Iron and
Coal and Iron company is held by a
pool of ten men, who propose as a
ltege btssinees venture to awaken and
stimulate Southern industries.
A SURPRISE




Especially After the Press Continents,
Which Indicated Otherwise, the
Book Is Disappointing.
Paris, Jan. I2.—The contents of
the German white book on-the Maroc
can dispute are oonsidered less aggres
Dye th.in w;i7-ea;ect7d7rin vie`w of'
Genmon press comments after the pub
lication of the French yellow book.
The Let that? the German explana-
tion of the incidents/of the negotia-
tions stop at Jully; 8 is regarded as a
clever ruse on the part of the Berlin
officials, since many of the most im-
portant coinrrninications from the
French side were made after that
date. It is, however, not considered
clever enough to escape the attention
of the non-German members of the
coming, conference at Algeciras, who
are bound to attadh ahr proper signifi-
cance thereto.
Relying upon the effect of the new
British cabinet's ardens support,
France magnifies the apparent will-
ingnest. of Germany, as shown by the
boAtiocia zog*ze French facts.
Ungliled and France
is inclined to acoept am possible the
"cordial conciliation" policy of Get-
many with respect to Morocco. how-
ever, if it Is 'true, as reported, that
it.is the intention of Emperor William
t•) suggest during the conference that
the command of the Moroccan police
be eiltrii3ted .t0 SWilia, Dutch, Belgian,
Swett Ii and even Austria subjects,
the proposal is sure to meet with an
emphatic rebuff, as France is well
aware that t here races are more than
euseeptibk. t German influence.
Overcoat Stolen.
Brakeman H. E. Evitta, of the U-
linois Central railroad, reported to
Officers Hurley and Singery last eve-
rting that someope stole his overcoat
from the caboose in the yards here.
He had left the garment in,the car
rni the side track, and koing baek
-.shortly thaeafter, discovered that
someone bud entered the car and





Bricklayers Took Advantage of
Pretty Weather Yesterday.
Yesterday the 'bricklayers com-
menced working again upon the Elks'
..building, on North Fifth street be-
side *he postoffice, and labored until
late in the afternoon, the elemente
bing favorable for their work. They
are taking advantage of every good
hour to lay as many brick as possible,
because the uncertainty of the weath-
er at present, makes it impossibile for
them to tell what will be done, there-
fore they desire working along just
whenever possible so as to have
things ready sure teatime of the cor-
nerstone laying one week . from to-
morrow.
FOLLOW A FALSE PHOPHET.
Porto Ricans Leave Home and Labor
to Be With Fanatic.
DECLARES TAFT DOES
Not MEET HIS CHARGEB.,
New ' York, Jan. 12. —Po tau ey,
Bigelow, for whose presence beforethe senate committee on interoceaaic
canals a subpoena was issued yester-day, has a signed letter on "Panama"
in today's Times. The communicationin part follows:
"Two things are notable to himwho reads the signs of the times.
"No German 'historian touches modern Hohenzollern history.
. "No American engineer ,of stand-ing cares to be identified with thePan a miabanal .
a'This is momentary only—we are
happy to believe.
"My own purpose in going to Pan-ama was to look at the conditions ua-der whit* the negro laborers werecompelled to live. ,,,"My charges against our adminis-tration are those which any independ-ent -observer would have made underanalogous conditions and with ana-lcgous experience of the negro in thetropical countries.
'These chafer Mr. Taft does notmeet.
"I have mane several broad charg-es, and I authorize the trustees of theBoston University to withhold rayselary for the corning year if thesecharges are not substantially true.
"To determine this quest i00 it isabsurd to call in as witnesses menwho have political axes to grind.. Iam willing to alaide by the brief yesor now of anyone with a respectablestanding among average men ofglean business record. It will co*no more to Send, such a mass to Rift.
111M2 than tg print parnphlabielessebitehtst tboye wilito criticise the canal com-mission.
"Colon today is mainly a ssvamc
ti
into which is dumped all the hums
excrement of the negro populatio ,and where sba'S population is compell-ed to sleep. There is no wester atColon Faye this swamp water and
"that can be collected by the drip-ping from the roofs of the shanties..The sanitary inspection of Colon is a.shame. The negroes are leaving inlarge numbers, by reason of legiti-mate grievance, whihh is a matter ofcommon knowledge.
"Mr. Taft. can hire hundreds ofpoliticians to call me offensive names,but until he procures a respectable en
gineer„ or man of business, to indorsethe present state of administration onthe canal zone, no amAutit of govern-ment printing will afford 'him any realcomfort."
New York, Jan. I2.—A report of
Manuel Palk to the American Tract
society, states that in Ponca, Porto
Rico. a false proahet has appeared,
representing birnseff as the spirit of
St. John the evangelist, preaching in
the, village, of the district, and that a
great many persons follow him.
At times he paeaches some Bible
truth, at other times the contrary. He
commands people to follow him, mai
to wear three CrOa9CA 'hanging _from
their necks so that Satan may not
carry them away. In this manner a
grcart. part of the country people fol-
lows-him. something like 3.0oo leaving
their homes and their labor.
WM. H. YORK FOUND GUILTY.
Lawrenceburg, Ky., Jan. 12,—Win,
H. yark. was-yeeterday found guilty
aa the murder or broths., James
R. York, and his punishment was Ax-
ed at life imprisonment.
Jame' Bast also received a life Sen-
tence for this. crime.
SAYS WALL STREET
IS GAMBLING CLUB.
Pleads for Legislation Creating Boardof Control for Corporations,
Wasliington, Jan. 12.—Before going
into executive session yesterday the
senate listeneil to 'a'speech by Mr.
Heyburn in support of his bill creat-
ing a national board for the con-
trol of caporations, in which he de-
isounce'd Wall street becauee of its
alleged interference irith. th affairs
of the. country. ,
He said that when the "street"
couldhnot dictate tist financial course
of the government it was ever ready
to threaten disaster, and he pleaded
for legislation that would rob it of
such power for evil.
"It ia. known as "Wkll Street,"
Ifeylatrn said, "but, 'in reality it
only a gambling club,. with. he
quarters on. the *dent' river,
which it assumes to dictate the
cral policy of the country, threa
that unless this thing or that '
it will wreck the country.
eteby," he added, "the ti
passed when it can' do that,
it onse possessed that powe
There is unnatural
congestion of the *money 0
try in Wall street, and, ,
that hundreds of milliov
accumulated theie r
of gamblerA who use t
bring about a stress
market:"
Ile would have








THAT IS ALL THERE IS
LEFT OF THE BOND
MONEY.
The Board of Works Will Wait Un-
til Everything Is Finished Before
Outlining More.
Last year the board of public
works -announced that it would wait
until this summer efbefore having
Fifth street re-constructed with brick,
as they then had on hand enough
public improvements for rgioe, as
those already contracted for engaged
the entire time of City Engineer
Washington and others under whose
departments the work came. Now
though, it is probable that the board
_••••-• will not do anything towards outlin-
ing any additional thoroughfares for
re-construction, until the work al-
ready contracted for, but riot com-
pleted, is finished, as it is only in
this manner that the officials can as-
certain how much of the bond money
will be on hand for future operations.
The report of the city treasurer the
first of this year shows that there
is only about $77,000 of the bond
issue money still in the depository,
the balance having been paid out for
the improvemeuts made. Now out of
this $77,000 there is to come the
twenty per cent, of one half of the
Third street brick work, not side-
walk work. When' the board of
• works let Bridges have the Third
street work ,the contract stipulated
that twenty per cent, of what the
city had to pay for, which is one
half, should be held back until the
improvement was completed and ac-
cepted, this percent being retained
so same could be held in case it de-
veloped that Bridges had not proper-
ly executed his contract. Some of
this retainer has been paid him,
while several thousand dollars though
is stub due him from that direction.
Out of the money on hand there
ie also to come the twenty per
cent, withheld while Bridges was
completing the brick street on Ken-
tucky avenue from First to Fourth,
nd on Jefferson from First to Fifth.
has done this Work up to those
o points, but the improvement can-
be accepted until the bitulithic
is laid on out to Ninth along both
• streets from the points where othe
brick stop, as although the material
• is divided. for the two entire thor-
onghfares, still the contract was let
ail a whole to the bitulithic people.
Out of the remaining $77,000' there
city's cost for the bitulithithic on
out Jefferson. also Kentucky -avenue,
end then to bitulithic ,. on Seventh,
.Sixth and Ninth from' Jefferson to
Kentucky. , •
When everything now tinder con-.
tract is paid • for. :'probabilities are
that very little of' the bond' money
will be left,' Engineer Wlashington
yesterday estimating, that not more
than $25,000 at the outside would be
on hand. This is just enciugh to re-
• construct about fowl- blocks and then
the entire fund' will have been ex-
hausted. The board last year evi-
denced its desire to re-construct
Fifth street up towards Trimble. but
it is not known yet what will he im-
proved out of the remainder of the
fund.
City Engineer Washington has
finished the estimate, showing what
the private owners ewe the contrac-
tor for the beick street work on
South Third, up as far as Elizabeth
street. He will finish the estimates
—Irons Elizabeth on up to Broad, and
Olen over the latter highway to
Fourth, within a few days. The con-
tractor has already started collecting
a number of them from the property
owners, the entire work having been
ateepted.
The hoard of -Works bac a number
ef improvelnente outlined, for the
year, but this bond money c-annot be






Only Two Cars on Bent Line, So
They Claim, Except for Few
Hours When Four Run.
Quite a deal of complaint is going
up from the residents of Mechanics-
burg and that portion of the city
regarding in adequate facilities furn-
ished them ,by the street car coin-
pany for that vicinity. One gentle-
man living in that neighborhood
yesterday said that sometimes they
have to wait half an hour for a
C2T. 0
The South Sixth s street division,
connects with the Third street
branch, at Sixth and, Broad streets,
and threby -form t a cb.mplete belt
line, that commences at th and
Broadwhy, goes out Broadway to
South Sixth, then down the lattir
thoroughfare to Broad, over Broad to
Third and thendown Third to Broad-
way, and up the latter highway to
Fourth and Broadway, the starting
point. The cars run reverse to each
other, one car starting from Fourth
and 'Broadway, going out to Sixth,
then in Sixth and around the belt
over Broad, down Third, and back
to Fourth and Broadway, passing
en route the car that starts .ont in
the opposite direction, leaving Fourth
and Broadway, then d6wn the latter
to Third, up Third to Broad. and on
over the belt, then down Sixth to
Broadway, and in Broadway to
Fourth.
It seems that from 6 to 8 o'clock
in the morning, the company has
four cars out on this belt line, pass-
ing each other going in opposite di-
rections and making the circje. At
8 o'clock two of these cars are
taten off, and just that number oper-
ated until 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
when the four are put back on and
operated until 8 o'clock at night. At
that hour the two extras are taken
off and only the couple : continued
until lo o'clock, or quitting time.
The company puts out the four dur-
ing hours that people are traveling
mostly back and forth from their
homes to work. The management
then takes off two during the other
hours, believing the remaining two
are able .to handle the busness that
is not very heavy between those
hours. Mleny people of that section
kick because with only two cars to
practically two dirieions, that 'happen
to be connected into a belt line,
vating wait fo the passenger- de-
siring to he taken down town or back
home. The residents out that way
are preparing to petition the manage-
ment to give better service, which it
is thought will result iu their applica-
tion as the new oeners are doing
everything pose' '‘ for not only
their private a 'tent, but that
of the public, sa, the latter
helps the ot ...ee.
The world's consumption of tea
outside of the countries is vihrIch it is
arown mny be taken to be altoirt Soo,
roce000., Alvoilt 90 per cent. of. the
tea exported from Aeie consiented
be English-speaking people.
14 is stated that the capital invested
in industries and agriculture in Peru
amounts:to about $300,000,000, and
that the value of machinery thug far,
imported for those indestries is in
She neighborhood of $4o,000,000.
The German Emperor, the King of
taly and youthful King oi Bavaria
the King of Saxony ha never
the tremble. cra a,
101
OF SHOES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN i)RIC THURSDAY, JANU-_ E .,.._ ARY irth, AT ro:3o A. M. SALE TO CONT/NUE DAY AND NIGHT UNTIL\ CLOSED OUT. WE
—}iAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER TO CONDUCT— THE SALE, ..WHO —WILL
AMUSE YOU AND ENTERTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
HOURS OF SALE io:31a A. M., a P. M. AND 7:30 P. M. .... •=7;4
• ,.• •
%‘k, -:- ' ....As:
ell"
- ...--,.. ..itler- wenn AM* '
CHAMBLEE OS. 430 Broadway.
EXTEd
WAS SCALDED.
VULCANIZER BLEW UP AT DR.
WHITESIDES' OFFICE YES-
TERDAY.
Mr. Z. T Long Carrying•Arm Band-
aged on ccount of Falling—
Move Mr. Janes Home..
Yesterday shortly after noon Dr.
C. E. Whatesides, rthe dentist, was
painfully injured upon the left hand
and arm at 'his dental parlors above
Cherry's grocery, at Second and
Broadway. As a result Ire will be
disabled for a week or so from per-
forming any work.
The dentist was hardening, some
elastic cornpositioneeused in making
sets of teeth. He had the stuff in
ttlie vulcanizer Where it is kept about
five minutes with burning gas raising
the temperature to 320 degrees which
it takes to sufficiently harden the
piece. He opened the vulcanizer ...
little too soon when it blew up and
sent scalding water and stcom over
his band and arm that were badly
and painfully burned.
Slipped and Fell.
Mr. Z. T. Long the soap man
who came here from Mayfield, is suf-
fering from a painfully sprained
wrist and left arm. He was walking
along the slippery ice-covered street
when his feet flew out from under
-him and he came down with great
force.
Hand in Sling.
Mr. Jesse B. Moss is yet carrying
hi.: hand in bandages and a sling,
being -unable to reeume work at rise
basket factory 1 Mechanicsburg,
where last week while around soTTIC
madtrinery got his linger laid wide
open by a sharp saw. He will not
be able to resume his duties for sev-
ena I weeks.
Move Him Home Today.
Mr. Brent Jane, will today be
moved front his private ward at Riv-
erside hospital to his home, on North
Seventh eereet near Madison. He
has been at the hospital ten drays, hay
leg undergone an operation, and is





;tr.; f. Co. Buy Out Mr
Business.
To the Public"! I desire to inform
the public, my friends, and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
busincss and good will to the well
known and responsible fires of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and awl( for them a
continuance of your patronage. I*
retiring from the bueinees, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 year% it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge ray in •
(heatedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies eaten
me, and I take this means of expres
ing my thanks'and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
templet-se for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
bought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of floe lib-
eral patronage accorded him, gtsaran-
,treing all satisfaction and apprecia-
tion.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
'Di. Zamenholf, the inventor of es-
perarteo, the "univereal" language,
was at Bialystok, a Polish town
on Os/border of Germany and Russia.
BABY COVERED
WITH SORES




Little Eulah Warren Put on Train
and Sent Home Yesterday—
Seven Charity Patients.
City Physician Bass yesterday
stated that they had abandoned the
operating room altogether at River-
side hospital while the furnace boiler
is out of fix, as they cannot afford
to take any chances of putting any-
one on the table, applying the sur-
geons knife, and then taking chances
of them catching cold that may prove
fatal. The building is being heated
with steam furnished by the city's
street roller that was taken down
there and connected up with the
heating pipes, and although this
warms the building pleasantly for
the patients confined abed, still the
physicians cannot afforsj to take any
chances and operate upon anyone
until the new boiler comes, is in-
stalled and the regular furnace sup-
plies the heat. When the flesh of
anyone is laid back with the surgeons
knife, is makes them more suscepti-
ble to cold than any other time, and
the risk Is too great.
The city physician has admitted to 
I
the institution the man named Creasy,
and not John Young. as he wrong-
fully said his name was. He is the
man who wants his leg cut off be-
cause he seers from chronic tuberco-
losis of the limb that greatly pains
him all the time. lie came Were
from Cairo and was admitted by Dr.
Bass who says be believes he can
cut the afflicted portion of the desh
off his leg and obviate the necessity
of amputation.' The physician will
wait until the furnace boiler comes
and is put in before 'he will operate
on Creasy who is being kept there
now,
Contractor William Lockwood has
the contract to convert the hospital
basement into quarters for sick
people, and yesterday said that as
there did not seem to be any unusual
hurry for the work, that he would
not start until next Wednesely
City Physicia.n Bas yesterday at
2 o'clock took Eulah Werren to the
N. C. & St. L. train and sent -her to
her home near Dexter, Calloway
comity. She is the child bitten one
-week since by a dog thought to be
mad, and which animal badly lacer-
ated Ver lower 'limbs that have bees'
successfully treated by Dr. Base who
now finds her well enough to be re-
tnreed home.
The city physician
charity patients at the hospital now.
six ,4e(theinmmbateeing white aud °Ivey as'Would Scratah and Tear the Flesh
Unless Hands Were Tied--Wasted
to a Skeleton—Awful Suffering for




"My little' son, when about a year
and a half old, began to have sores
‘11111111 out on his face. I bad a phy-
sician treat him,
but the sores grew
worm. Then they
began to come on
his armn, then on
other parts of his
body, and that one
came on his chest,
worse than the
others. Then I call-
ed another physi-
cian. Still he grew worse. At the end
of about a year and a half of suffering
he grew so bad I had to tie his hands
In cloths at night to keep him from
scratching t he sores and tearing the flesh.
"He got to be a mere skeleton, and
was hardly able to walk. IV Aunt
advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. So great was her faith in
that she gave me a small piece of
Hoop to try and a little of the Clint-
"merit. I took it home without any
faith, but to please her I tried it, and
It seemed to dry up the sores a little.
"I sent to the drug stote and got a
crake of the Soap and a box of the
Ointment and followed the directions,
and at the end of about two months
the sores were all well. He has
never had any sores of any kind since.
"He is now strong and healthy,
and I can sineerely say that only for
your most wonderful remedies my
precious child would have died from
those terrible sores. I used only one
ocafk ebdintment. (sSoap and about thitrieers.loohes.
beet Sheldon, R. F. D. No. 1, W
C01111, April 22, 1905"
Casylete Eirlenpol owl !sum! Trialimel yrr7
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Lyons, ih the valley of the Rhone,
in France, is the woild producing 'Mt Daily Register, only roc. a
ahnually abouf PORDO.:000_ Vestal, iweek-
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Big Ball at Creel Springs.
Mre. Daniel fidtrkmess, new mana-
ger and lessee of the Ozark Hotel o4
Creal Springs, Ill., wishes to. an-
eounce through the coltimrs of The
Daily Register that elbe will give a
mid-winter ball and &rennet on tie
even of January 17th, and she extends
a hearty welcome to 'old patrons of
ale isoerse as well as new ones.
The Daily Register, only tee.
week.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
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THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT k
.EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAT
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MAT
FOR THE swim SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN F'
SAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AILL SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT °NV/ rf.ic PER SINGLE RC
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIF
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT se, roe, Ise.,
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PR!'
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NZLL EFFECT, INGRA'
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEWEABLK CI
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. A
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LI
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, VI/
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPI
PAPERS :ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES A
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT A
GIVE YOU THE HETI ̀.' kLUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
GAR W. WHITTEMOR
REAL E,iTATE AGENCY'
BAAL ESTA'' IWIZTERN KENTUCKY 'ARIAL:. 11
Y PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVZ.STMENT. VISTIRP
flitEAL ESTATE JuURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Lt.
41111111111•111111111MIL--.C.--,
I,'DG stW. WRITTLMOICE. Pewhaawb.
S.
























A DiVIDEND OF 21/ PER CENT WAS DECLARED 0
OF TWO NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONI
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDORS ENTITL
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND.








Subscribe for THE DAILY REtIS1
Delivered to Your Horne Every
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OUR CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT NEEDS NO
INTRODUCTION—THE ELEGANT AND COM-
PLETE STOCKS GARRIED HERE ARE NOW
WELL KNOWN TO EVERY MOTHER. IN
THE CLEAN-UP SALE ALL BOYS' KNEE
SUITS AND CHILDREN'S SAILOR-RUSSIAN
SUITS AS WELL AS -OVERCOATS CAN BE
BOUGHT AT A SAVING OF 25 PER CENT.
To Which We Ask(sthe Atten-
tion of [very Mao dad Boy




s ND 0 EA 
When BOUGHT forICASH
Men's and youths' $7.50 suits 
 $ 563now and Overcoats . 
Men's and youths' $10,00 Suits
7.now and Overcoats 50
Men's and youths' $12.50 Suits
9.38and Overcoatsnow 
gen's and youths' $is oo Suits
now 
and Overcoats 11.25
Men's and youths' $16 50 Suits
now 
and Overcoats 12.38






Men's and youths' $20 oo Suits
now 
and Overcoats 15.00









Men's and youths' $25 oo Suits
and Overcoats
now
Men's $27. so Suits and
Overcoats
now 
Our Clean-Up Sales Grow More Attractive
EA CIR SEASON, 'BECAUSE OF THE LARGER STOCK AND THE GREATER SELECTIONS--
AND THE CHOICE OF OUR HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE—ALWAYS THE NEWEST AND
THE BEST. MANY CUSTOMERS BUY IN THF-SF SALES WHEN THEY DON'T REALLY
NEED THE CLOTHES, BUT THEY FIND IT ECONOMY TO BUY FOR THE FUTURE. THE
POLICY OF THIS HOUSE HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO REDUCE STOCK TO THE LOWEST
POINT POSSIBLE BY THE END OF A SEASON, IN ORDER TO DO THIS, PRICE REDUC-
TIONS AND CLEAN-UP SALES ARE NECESSARY. EACH WEEK MORE PRICES ARE RE-
DUCED AND MORE LINES ADDED TO THOSE ALREADY CUT IT'S WORTH YOUR TIME














INCLUDED IN THIS TALE ARE THE VERY
FINE "ATTERBURY SYSTEM" CLOTHES
TI4AT HAVE MADE SUCH A HIT WITH THE
GOOD DRESSERS THIS SEASOht. THESE
SUITS AND OVERCOATS REPRESENT THE
MOST SKILLED CRAFTMANSHIP OF THE
TAILOR'S ART. THEY FIT AND HANG WITH
AN EASE AND GRACE THAT DISTINGUISH
THEM FROM ALL OTHERS.
the Chuicheo
Tomorrow morning German ser-
vices will be held at the Evangelical
-church on South Fifth street, while
Rev. William Bourquin preaches in
the English language at night.
-Special music has been arranged for
both services. The president for the
songregation will not be elected until
the regular Feburary meeting of the
church officials. The new one takes
the place made vacant by recent
-death of the former president, George
Rock.
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning at the Tenth
street Christian church Rev. D W.
Bass will preach on "Africa" while
-at the evening hour his theme for
-discourse will be "Life of Faith."
First Christian.
There will not he any service to-
morrow at the FIrst Christian churcH,
outside the regular Sunday-school,
communion and society meetings.
The congregation has as yet done
nothink towards calling a• pastor to
take the place vacated by resignation
Of Rev. Pinkerton, who is‘move- in
;Ohio upon his evangelistis tear.
Word 'from 'there is that much in-
terest is being aroused by the labors'
of this devout and earnest worker of
depth.
Second Baptist. •
"A Siner In Hell" will he preached
on tom -orow morning at the Second
• Baptist church by Rev.' R, Cue=
JO •
ningham. At night he speaks about
"If the Righteous Scarcely Be Saved,
Where Shall the Ungodly and Sine:-
Appear."
Trimble Street Methodist.
Tomorrow morning services will be
conducted at the Trirlible street
Methodist church, but Rev l Arm-
strong has not fulijrsdecided whether
it will, be preaching or other form of
worship.- At evening hour he speaks
on "The Waste of Mild Forces, or
the Reason for Back-Sliding."
First Presbyterian. • \
This evening Rev. Henry H.
Sweets df Louisville, will arrive _in
this city to preach tomorrow morning
at the First Presbyterian church. He
is the secretary for the ministerial
educational work for the Southern
assembly oi Presbyterian' churches.
TomorroW evening the song service
intended for last Sabbath evening,
will be held, with the programme as
follows All arc cordially invited.
'Anthem, "Oh Be Joyful in the
Lord," (Lambillotte.) Ohoir.
Hymn Ni. 81, "Come Thou, Al-
mighty King"—Congregation.
Scripture reading—Rev. W. E.
Cave.
'Prayer.
Bass serlo, "Pro Peccatis."
Bagby.
Duett, "The Lord' Is My Light,"
(tudley Buck,)—Mrs. Mocquot and
Mir. Chastine.
Soprano solo, Prayer from "Tann-
hatiser"—Mis. W. C. Schofield..




'Ross solo, "A Dream of Paradlie
• •
(Gray)—Mr. Robert Scott.
Quartette, "Sancta Miter Istud
Agas," (Rossini)—Miss Bradshaw,
Mrs. Hart, Me. Chastaine, Mr. Bag-
by.:
soprano solo ','The Lord Is My
Salvation," (Leffeir)—Mrs. Lela
Wade Lewis.
Anthem, "Arise, Shine," (Dudley
Buck)—Choir.
Soprano solo and, chorus, "Inflain-
mattes," (Rossini) -Mrs. D. M. Flour
noy and choir.
Scripture reading—Rev. W. E.
Cave.




There will •Lic conducted, regular
services at the Grace Episcopal
church tomorrow morning and after-
noon at the usual hour's.
North Twelfth Mission.
Sunday school services will be held
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the North Twelfth street Baptist mis-
sion church. ,
- Broadway Methodist.
"The Pirst Great New Testament
Revival" will be the subject tomor-
row morning for Rev. T. J. Newell
of the Ftroadvaay Methodist church,
while at the evening, hour he talks on
"Results of The First Great Testa
ment Revival."
Third Street Methodist.
Tomorrow forenoon Rev. Peter
Fields of the Third $treet 'Methodist
will preach on "John's Vara- of-the
Church on Patmos." At night his
441104CZA- mill Itr.Thckse whb Dispise
and Make Light of the Gospel."
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Tomorrow morning Rev. Eshman
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
chinch will preach upon "What Must
I Do To Be Saved;' while he has not
yet chosen his subject for the even-
ing hour.
Tomorrow evening at 6 o'clock the
senior Christian endeavor sociery for
this church will meet with„the Misses
Hovendum of South Fifth street,
while Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock
the elders of the. congregation will
meet at the church.•
First Baptist Church.
Tomorrow services will be conduct-
ed.at the First Baptist church at the




Six Passengers Injured in an Unusual
Accident on the St. Louis
River Front.,
' St. Louis, Jan. 12 . —Plunging frox
the terminal elevated tracks .at Carr
street, the Pullman sleeppingcar,Har-
mint, attached to the Wabash train,.
due at Union station‘at 730 a. m.,
dropped sideways fifteion feet to the
granite paving of the leVee this morn-
ing and -six passengers on hoard were
injured one of them •serionsly. The
re,mainder of the train continued to
Union station. The only member of
the crew left with the derailed car
was the negro porter.
the sleeper had Wee swung into the










30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH,IIKY
MAITIL, LINO & ,CO.
Ae.  
L. L. BEBOUT
General Ins t1ce Agency
We Write:Anything in Insurancel
Officell306 Broadway Phones:Oftice 385—Residence 1696
a
front when the derailment occurred.
After running for a few feet along the
ties the car careened to the westward
and ,broke the vretoden railing that
runs along the tracks. Toppling as it
fell, the car landed in a. triangular
space hounded by -the steel supports
1
of the elevated road, and the walls
the buildings facing the levee.
Great Britain and Ireland
every year about $25comoo,00",
of linen goods, of whictb '







At Register Building, 53 Broaav
ray.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
:OHN WILHELM), Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter t
a




Saturday Morning, Jan. 13, Igoe.
Ps. • l'211t Roosevelt has joined the
If he will only use his
of his political bench-
it to the best possible
him, 'by such work, to
chief in fact.
•e
ae introduction of 
many bills
doesn't promise anything 
but waste
oi time on the part of the 
legislators.
It is the passage of big of 
worth
which the people expect and 
only
what they will -accept as work.
"A Chicago man of sixty-five years
has for the twenty-.seventh time be-
come a father," says the Louisville
Herald, which adds, "But he was born
in Kentucky." Shelldn't the Herald
have said but he was bred in Ken-
tucky?
It is the qscal who fears' exposure
—fears getting his neck in the loop
which he knows dangles for such as
he—who refuses to testify in courts
and investigations apd seeks that
protection given him under the law
which says he shall not be com-
pelled to sriminate himslf. There
is never an exception to this rule.
The "county unit" local option
question bids fair to become a bone
of contention in the legislature at an
early day. Senator Cammack; of
Owen county, hal introduced in the
upper house a measure which pro
-
vides that when an election on the
liquor question is held in the county
of the "drys" win the whole county
shall toe'airk, but if tile "wets" win
,
and any precinct or .district of the
county has previously been voted dry
that precinct qr district shall -remain
dry. That this question, is going to
create a warm contest needs hardly
be said, for the measure is in great
favor, as the majority of the solons
are from local option districts, near
two-thirds of the state being already
under the law.
Thy presrot legislature is to be
asked to appropriate $1.000,000 more
amount may be cut a half just for
'amount may be cut a half part for
the time being.. What the people
were told they would get for $1,000,.
000 and the architects were asked to
cut their ,designs to promises to cost
the stat- two and a half if not three.
times the sum named. There may he
no grafting for which the taxpayers
will have to stand, .but there will be
an. extravagant waste of money
-which the people sill have to make
good. And yet the state building
swill tie o5 'off upon a hill, in an
out of way town; and if not hid will
be so obscured that not twenty-five
per cent, of the people who pay the
cost thereof will ever look upon its-
wonderful beauty, grandure, massive-
ness, etc.
POultney Bigelow, the author, who
recently criticised the conditions at
the Panama canal and aroused much
indignation and brought down upon
his head no little criticism, is out in.
interview reiterating what he said
and somewhat add to it. He charges
that Secretary Taft in replying to his
criticisms does not Meet them and
adds, that Taft's hiring politicians to
call him offensive names also fails to
meet the lolue. Declaring it absurb
for the government to call as wit-
nesses men who have axes to grind
Mr. Bigelow 'adds the patting shot
• that the government can get the facts
at less cost than the expenditure
print denunciatory pamphlets .




investigate. He rather defies.or -dares
-41*---paivers _4h* he to make an. i
, vestigation; feeling assured of fa
vindicatiou or justification' if this is
done. The elharges and their reiter
clog, especialli because of the high
standing _of fligelow, 211.C. __worrying
Secretary Tait and the-administra-
tion considerably.
--
A Story of Life.
The Louisville Ilierald under the
caption query "How Deep is the
Wheat Pit?" draws this life's lesson
iry reviewing the career of ex-Gov.
Taylor, of alinniteota. The story
other than its moral tone is of inter-
est as one of life and is a good les-
son:
"Once a man, twice a child." The
adage is illustrated of the life story
of ex-Gov. Taylor, of Minnesota—
and much besides.
When he was six weeks old his
mother died. His father died when
the boy was six years old. Thrown
with strangers, young Taylor had a
hard sainggle to make his way in ?he
world.
He succeeded and in middle life was
a successful farmer. About this time
the "Granger" movement was at its
height. He joined the movement, en-
gaged in politics and became promi-
nent. He was elected governor. His
rugged honesty and !shrewd, good
sense made him popular. He secured
many reforms and is the father of
Wisconsin' s railroad commission for
the regulation of (railroad rate'-.
Having fougiht the corporations so
hard they would not let him be gov-
ernor again. Taylor then retired to
his farm, which he made a model
and enjoyed a few years of prosper-
ity---Then one day some one whisper
ed to 'him:
"puy wheat."
He began to speculate on the Chi-
cago Board of Trade. He won and
lost alternately. He neglected his
farm to stay in town and watch the
markt:lbs. His, bank account dwindled.
His stock disappeared. Finally his
farm was sold. The money was used
for margins in the hope that he might
get back his own. Every dollar was
loo.
And now this man, once so honor-
ed and respected, is okt arid a pauper.
His friends have raised the money to
send hins to the Old People's Herne,
where he will die penniless.
Taylor is in his second childhood,
and ell alone and as poor as when he
began his life.
A a hispered suggestion 'ruined him.
Some one haeiwid that the Chicago
wheat pit is only a few feet across,
but is as deep as hell.
Once in the toile of the market mar
gin broker notitieg rill stop the vic-
tim of this steft tR gambling. He will
sacrifice property, friends, family. ev-
erything. o He watches Abe turn of
Fortune's wheel with the sure hope
of him who never despairs.
The phobia turre to a fever.
The victim is restless until the mar-
ket opens, and is on the rack until it
closes. Between whiles his head is
full of deal's. He has no time for so-
ciety' owl family. He is absivrfied. And
though he lo sev steadily he is -hope-
ful until 'hi, last dollar has gone into
the hopper and he can beg or barrow
no more.
Poor old Gov. Taylor had a good
farm and big bares and fine-bred cat-
tle and money to lend. But that sa•
tanicosuggestion to "buy wheat" put
a maggot in his brain. Ile was not
satisfied until farm and berme and
cattle and money were swallowed up
in the maw of that wheat pit.
His story, however, will not be
warning to the MAR who has eyes for
nothing but the farmers on the black-
board of the bucket shop. Other men
may lose. The fOols! They ?Ps not
know the market. He is an excep-
tion.
Gov. Taylor, also. was a tokrably
s'hrewd man in his day.
LIBERALS WIN SEATS
WITHOUT STRUGGLE.
Remarkatee Feature of the British
General 'Election for Members of
parliament.
London. Jan. ia.—The general elec
tion opened this morning and by to
o'clock the name of the first member
of the new parliament was announced,
'EU Christopher Furness, libsral, being
returned from Hartlepool. Sir Chris
tcriher, however, was not opposed.
One of the remarkable features -of
t'c campaign is the extraordinary
number of seats hanslod over to the
liberals without any attempt of the
unionists to contest them. This is
attributed' in coaservative circles to
the certainty that the liberals will win
the election, it being argued that it is
better._ tr reserve the conservative
strength for a later struggle, which is
anticipated after t'he liberals have•held
office for a year or two, When the
unionists consider that` the chance's of
their being returned- ha „Power will be
more promieiq. There is, however,
great uncertainty on all sides as to
the extent of the liberal victory. The
liberal enthusiasts claim that their
'party will have a vvorkires majority,
independent of the frith nat;onalists,
hut more conservative estimates give
Premier Sir Campbell Bannerman a
majority of only kixty or seventy,
leaving the riationalistts the balance
or powv. At eon* of the liberal
club li the odds of 6 to 4 hive been laid
against the re-election of Mr. Bal-
four-. -
Much interest attaches to .the ef-
forts of the labor panty to secure the
return of a etifficient 'number of mem-
bers to make the independent labtor
Ate effect-We rested 1W !be new
ho of tom morvs Some eighty




sire earnestly urged to writs as at ones for Free Advice.
Make us your confidant...describing all your troubles, stat-
24, and we will seer-you valuable instructions and
In plain, sealed
etAddress: Ladies* A= Dept., The Chattanooga
attednis Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
'
The Cardin' Story
Is of vital interest to every sick and debilitated woman.
Read ft, to find the reason for your trouble.
Read it, to find out how you can be cured.
- No false claims are ever made about Cardui: Its succ
70 years is built upon the solid founation of TRUTH.
WINE%Qf
Woman's Perfect Relief
has cured a million women, who were suffering with all the pains
and discomfort, which female weakness brings.
It will cure you, as it cured them—drive away your head-
ache, baticache, dizziness, dragging sensations, irregular er un-
natural discharge, and make you a healthy, happy woman.
Try It.
At every Druggist's, in $1.00 Bottles.
A GRAND MEI
"We have been using
dui for several year.,"
L. King, of Harms, Ten
It a grand medicine fur it
It has saved me many
I expect to continue to
SCHOOL ASKS
COPIES OF THEM WILL .BE
MADE FOR EVERY TEACH-
ER'S USE.
Teachers Hold Monthly Meeting on
Friday Afternoon—Miss Single-
ton Can Walk Little.
One week from today Supt. Lil
and the principals of the public
schools hold a -meeting at the former -
(ace, in the Washington building on •
\Vest Broadway, for the purpos-e of
copying Off the list of questions that
will be miised when the public schools
hold their semi-annual examinations
week after next. Mr. Lieb, the prin-
cipals and teachers, 'have been outlin-
ing for the past week or two the list
oi question's that will be used, and
have nearly completed the series.
Now the superintendent and princi-
pals will make enough copies of these
questions for one to be presented to
each teacher for her USC Nobel' tbe
examinations are started. It takes
about three clays of Week after next
to conduct the tests of the papas,
while the remainder of the Nretell pine
tseachers go over aust grade the pa-
pers, in that manner deciding what
percent each child made in order to
see whether the scholars are de-
serving of promotion that' follow the
ensuing week.
MOnthly Session.
One week from )e,terday the
teachers will w bald their monthly
meeting at the superineendent's office
in the thigh syhool building. At this
monthly session the instructors con-
tinue their study fhey have been
making this term of McMurray',
methods. The schools are dismissed
at mann that day so the teacher< can
li.‘ve all -the afternon for their in-
dividual 'studies
Able to Walk.
Itlito Elizabeth Singleton is able to
%/silk around her room .at her hams
on Jackson new Fourth sereet, but
she -will not besufficiently recovered
to resume heti echool teaching for
a week or two .yea. She was oper-
ated on the first, of last month in a
private, ward at Riverside hospital
%bete she remaieed firm several weeks
Wore getting well 'enough to go
back- home Substittitest have been




.Supt. Isieb yesterday said that an-
other case of scarlet fever had broken
out isn the South Side, but the child
afflicted was out of school several
days before being attacked, therefore
thee! was no danger of the remain-
ing pupils of that building through
exposure.
Students as Newspaper Readers-
(Leslie's Weekly.) •
A professor in Northwestern Uni-
versity has laid it down as an im-
perative rule for the students in hi,
chimes that they shall read the news-
papers every day and thus acquaint
themselves with- current events. "I
shall consider 'this," he bold them,
"fully as important as the daily les-
sons.assigned from the text books."
There is more in this requirement
than' might appear' at first ,glance.
The educational value of a good daily
newspaper can hardly be overestimat-
ed. Such reading every day, done
with care, thoroughness and discrim-
ination, is a university training in it-
self; for broadening the views and en-
larging scope of one's sympa-
?hies and interests there is nothing
like it. It seems almost inconceiv-
able that a man can he a good Amer-
ican citizen, alive to his duties, ob-
ligations 'and opportunities, and alert
end intelligent in their exercise, if be
is not a regular and distrirnioating




California has numerous natural
bridges. caves, etc of no little inter-
est. The Mammoth Cave of Cala-
veras; the Alabaster Cave: the Crys-
tal Palace Cave. containing a inuntet
of subterranean apartments, such as
the Bridal Chamber, the Crystal Pal-
ace Room, and the wonderful Music
The pleasantest, shortest sod quietest route








903 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, Mk





Claude E Russell Qualified as Guard-
ian for Acy Hooper—Carr.cel
Administrator.
• Yesterday before Judge Lightfoot
in the county court, Mattie Wilson
qualified as guardian of Leonard and
Starling Wilson. The children are
heirs of the late Reins( Wilson, isol-
ored, who was killed in the It. C.
ash pit several weeks ago by the cars
gettin"gaway from .Him, and for
who.se death the road several days
,Ago paid $3,000 as a compromise with-
out letting the matter get into the
courts.
Property Sold.
Herbert H. lfarris transferred to
Rodney C. Davis for $r and other /r
coroiderations, propeity lying on Ad-
ams street. The deed was lodged
with the county clerk.
We Otter $50 Rem
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTOR
We make this offer not only to fissure that we are, not only the C
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers it
cab.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case f
Credit to those who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT GUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BAR(
Repairing Department
.
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out out
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices whic
competition,. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and &dive
your reoese. We do Gold and Silver plating at atiort notice an
prices. Diamonde reset while you wait. We "will take in ceche
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have I
for, giving you full market value for same, Which i about the
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING. TO ALL
 WA'
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES F
30 DAYS ONLY
Walibes cleaned and examined 73c up Watch Han
ds 
Neer Mairrspriog, 1<st quality asc up Watch Glasees  
New Case ot Hairspring aac up %Vetch Keys  
New , Jew el., wile le or cover 50C up.
We .are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry -repairine in 
Paduc
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old (
Silver. '
A. POLLOCK
la Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH,
• Credit to those alto need it.
land transferred to If . H. Harris for
E. W. W.,battemore and I.. P. Hol 1 
c5056(7a
$:oo, proPerty on Adams street:
W. W. and A. Buchanan bought 
• .Z 50
from the West End 1 mprovemen 
company, land in the county for $225.! . \
t
Hattie M. McFadden sold to Thos. ilia, 
 .
C. Leech for dead, property oh Foun- IV
taina venue. 
1
John T. Donovan t ansferred to
Nits. Belle O'Brien tor $2,ocip, prop-
city on West Jefferson street.
John H. VanCulin sold to J. W. ka
Slough for $450, property at Lang-
staff and Thirteenth streets.
Minnie Russell transferred to Rob- V
ert Thompson property on Lincotak
street for Poo
Guardian Qualified.
Claude F. Rut-cell has qualified as
guardian for Ay Hooper before the
county clerk.
Administrator.
Yesterday J, D. Carneal, adminis-
trator, made final -settlement with
Judge Lightfoot for the A. MI. Dead-
man estate. Fully accounting for
everything he was discharged' He
then qualified as administrator of the
ertate of the late Walker Carmel, and
the following were -selected to ap-
praise the estate: Levy Wren - and
Robert Ballentint. a _
•
Road Consteucted.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday ordered
.riff Ogilvie to -have moved the Ob-
structions Out in the Carrice Landing





It is poor economy to ha,
your watch repaired by tl
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLIO
work at Reasonable price





XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bleich's Jewelry Sim
Is still headquarters for anything
The Northwestern of Milwaukee.




'ell you about it before
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Biggest Stock.,  Satisfaction liatanteed Lowest Prices
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.





Jury Give Verdict for Defendant in
Stonebraker Suit—Damage Suits
Up Today.
Yesterday in the circuit court there,
was withdrawn by plaintiffs the spit
of 8dwas4 Alexander, administrator
for his little girl, against the Padu-
cah City Railway company. The liti-
gation had. beeneentered into and
some evidence taken, when the plain-
tiff's lawyers had the action dis-
l
isted in order they could draw up
eir papers Slid' refile the suit in
another manner.
Mr. Alexander's little girl was
crossing the street fronting their
home on South Sixth near Tennessee
streets, when a street car ran, over
it and injured the little one in such
a manner that it died in a few days.
'the accident happened last summer
and the father now sues the car com-
pany for damages on the ground that
it was the fault of the motorman
and conductor that.. the mishap oc-
curred.
Account cf the money in the hands
of Trustee M'endol Johnson of the
jury fund being exhatisted, the county
clerk was ordered to pay $Soo over to
the trustee, and charge same up toN.
the state funds. This money is to
be used in paying the jurors for their
services.
Lawyer Lab D. Threlkeld was se-
lected to represent the absent de-
fendant in the suit of Lula A. Kirby
against William H. Kirby. He was
then allowed $5.
ll There was 
transferred to the equity
side of the docket the suit of I. B.
Wilford against J. D. Render.
The jury was waived and there sub-
mitted to the judge himself the pro-
ceeding of Nrstry E. Rogers, estru-
s ix of the late I. H. Rogers, against1
l
se County of McCracken. The
aintiff is iipidow of the late Sheriff
Rogers and aims that commissions
% are due his estate for back taxes he
• collected for the county government
while in office.
The defendant entered a demurrer
to plaintiff's petite-infant the suit of
J. R. Cheatham aga tr.,t H. P Haw-
kins & Son. Plaintiff claims defend-
ant owes them money and refuses to
pay.•
The jti7 brought in a verdict for
defendant in the suit of Ida ,Stone-,
ker against the Paducah Citt
' way company. Pai.ntiff claims
s e was thrown from the car at See-
And and Broadway by the motorman
Mailing up before she could alight
*rely. She sued for damage., hut
\'( 'the jury brought in a verdict against
her. )Aarkie.WortenNa lawyer,' 
her attorney and lost.
Ube first suit to be taken up this
4 'twining is that for dainag Dr. I.
. D. Smith, Sr., filed against the street
. railway compeny. He claims that at
Ninth and Broadway he was prepar-
ing to leave the car when the motor-,
. Man started up *and threw, him to
the ground. He Was laid up several
• weeks with his injuries.
The next snit after the Smith pro-
teeding is that of Mary McManus
against the street ra,ilwey company
for $5,000. She claims,  that while
alighting from the car at Sixth and
1
 
Husbands street that .the motorman
started up and threw her down,
causing injuries.
HARNESS THIEVES
`i CHARLES LEE COLORED,
HELD ON CHARGE OF BE-
ING GUILTY.
•
John Armstrong, Colored, Was Given
Continuance of Two Charges
Against Him.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Sanders held Charles
Lee, colored, to the 'grand jury on
the charge of obtaining. 'money by
'false pretenses. It is claimed that
he stole a set of harness from M.
Lee .Holton, the drummer Of 'Dort
etreet, and sold same- to a man
'firemen White for $2 by claiming the
property beloaged to him. Lee is
also 'charg‘ed with stealing the had-
ries's 'of Mn idermaa Wallerstein last
week. _ chess, o sets were recov-
er by the atho.still havç. a
third set leyithmk Lee has
wiped". which is tieing held at
headquarters ,awaiting claimancy by
the par'y owning it.
John Armstrong, colored, was
oven a continuance until next Wed-
nesday of the two warrants, one
charging him with carrying concealed
weapons, and the other charging him
with cutting Pete Anderson during
a scrap they had several days ago.
The court dismissed the warrant
gotten out against John Endress, who
was charged by his wife with having
slapped her. They aside on Eliza-
beth street near the fire department.
LIBRARY LIGHTS
•
LIGHT COMPANY HAS NOT YET
SAID WHAT IT WILL DO
ABOUT IT.
Trustees for Carnegie Library Elect
Their Officers Next Week for
Another Year.
Pinesident E. W. Bagby, of the
Carnegie library, yesterday stated that
rbe light company of this city -had un-
tier advisement the question of reduc-
ing the rates made to the institution
to furnish electric Lighting. The li-
brary is on a meter that registers ev-
ery cubic foot of electricity consumed
for illumination purposes, and ths
trustees 'have found that the bill for
this service averages about $so per
month, which is unusually steep and
especially for an institution of this
free and commendable nature, run for
the benefit and advancenrent of every
body, rioh and poor alike. The trus-
tees took up the matter with General
Manager John Bleecicer, of the light
company, and he with several of hie
experts went-over the library build-
ing, closely examined into all the•con-
ructions to see what the service was.
and ehen informed Pneeident Bagby
that they %%souk/ take the matter of
lowering the rate under advisement
and give hint an answer right away.
As yet, however, they have not in-
formed him what would be done, but
probabilities are if a better rate can-
not be gotten the 'library will be light
ed frOin the city's public pkiatt that
furnishes power for the street corner
are high's.
Next week the board of trustees for
the library will meet to hold its an-
nual election, of officers and protiftbil-
ities are that all will be designated
for Another annual term. Mr. Bagby
is president, Mrs. Rieke Ireasiseer,
and Mrs. A. R. Meyers 'secretary.
INVENTORIES
THE MERCANTILE ESTABLISH-
MENTS HAVE ABOUT FIN-
ISHED WORK
fa,
Proprietor Charles Reed, of the Pal-
mer, Took List of Everything
in His Hostelry.
The wholesale and retail merchants
of this city have about finished (taking
their annual inventory of .stocks, shikv
ing how much they have on hand ind
how much they ,have disposecrof dur-
ing the past year. Thia is done by
all at the first of each year so they
will know-how they stant out the new
year and how they brought to a close
the outgoing year.
Mr. Charles Reed, proprietor of the
Painter, yesterday said he did some-
thing he never done before, and had
just complete the tedibus work. That
was to take an inventory of every
piece of furniture, bedroom equip-
ment, kitchen, dining room and other
outfit of his hotel. In fact, he made
a list of everything inside his build-
ing, no matter bow small or large,
so he would lertow what was on hand
in case of lite. He -has thousands of
dolltar.s'worth of furniture and other
things i 
r
n the, big 'hostelry and it
wohld be impossible to enumerate
them front 0114ett mind.-in case of afire
that necessitated A settlement with the
insurance companies, which always
sfunand a list of the destroyed arti-
selea on which they are paying loss.s
It -has taken a week or two for this
to be done by Mr. Reed, who-Said ho
has been intending to do 1- for years
hut just kept putting it off, and put-
ting it ad until it never was aceninp-
!Wheal before now.
4 
• LOOK! SOAP!! SOAP!!!
The-city authirities made move
cut o .the market street. T I now
_locate On Square south of Mar-
ket I tne.
• Z. T. LONG.s
SWELL dFFICES
LIGHT AND TRACTION OF-
FICES WILL SOON BE
FINISHED.
Waiting Rooms, Cashier's Office and
Display Rooms Will Occupy
the First Floor.
When the light and traction com-
pany gets its offices on Broadway ho-
shed the last of this week, they will
be the swellest headquarters of any
concern in this portion of the coun-
try. No expense is being spared to
put the building in first-class and up-
to-date condition, and General Man-
ager John Blrecker believes they can
commence moving in next week, at
which time the street car offices will
be brought around from on South
Fourth street, where they have exist-
ed for several years, while the up-
town office of the gas department
will be changed from sto Broadway.
in The Register's old quarter's, down
to the new ones for the light and
tractiinifieople, it being 406 Broad-
way.
In arranging the new quarters Gen.
eral Manager Bleecker has decided
that in he front on the first floor
wilLbe the sests and general conven-
icncies for the waiting room to be es-
tablished for the passengers of the
car line waiting to be transfer'r'ed
from one car to another, Fourth and
Broadway being the trani'sfer junc-
tion. There will be one of the trans-
fer men stationed in the waiting
room to call out to tire passengers
when the latters' car approaches. The
caller will notify them in plenty of
time to get the people to the cower,
which ie only fifty feet distant. %nd
then in addition each car will have in-
structions to wait urri/ passengers
can get out of she waiting room.
In the rear part of the first floor
nil! be the office of the cashier of the
company. This is put on she ground
oor so that people coming in to pay.
their gas and electric light bills will
not have to go upstairs.
On the second flooe will be the
suite of offices of General Manager
Bkecker, the chief engineer for the
street car system and gas plants, the
corps of many clerks, stenographers,
etc., and all othera.
Everything will he arranged in ex-
cellent shape and probabilities are
that indicators will be arranged be-
fore many weeks, so that when cars
are a block away, they will pass
User a %Vire connected with the indi-
'calor in the .waiting room, and the
electrical current thereby flash to th/
waiting room signals- showing the'ap--
proach of cars in time for the passen
gers' to get out, without the sailer al-
ways being on tile loolooist for ,ap-
proaeling cars.
On the' first floor there will also be
eltspigy gleaners where the 'gas and
electric light fixtures will he kept for
show and sale.
Mr. Bleecker is pushing everything
very rapidly in order to get into the
building as soon as possible. im-
mediately upon his vacation of his
Present Offices On Sontth Fourth,
Sheriff John Ogilvie takes charge of
them.
PAI4MA WILL SEND A
• GUNBOAT FOR INDIAN CHIEF
Government Seeks Conference With
Indians Who Returned to
Colombia -
New York, Jan, r2.--A cable dis-
patch to the Herald from Panama
says:
President Amador says he does not
regard the Indian, secession as seri-
ous, but will send the gunboat Ori-
ente with a request to Chief Inanna-
quina-to come to Panama for a con-
ference. President Amador says jeal
ottsy betwecn Inannaquina's tribe and
that headed by Chief Henry Clay,
who remains friendly to ,Panama,
one of the causes of the discontent of
the former.
It is alleged that a Colombian gen-
eral visited Chief, Inannaquina inel
p:oposed that he go to Bogota to
snake arrangements for arms and finan
cial help, in order to resist or make
an attack. The Panamanian
on War dance,/ is said to he in progress
in the villages on Saradi Bay, head-
quarte_ts of Chief Inannaquina's tribe.
WANTS POSTOFFICE
FOR MAYFIELD. , AS PROTEST TO cloARErrss.
Washington, Jan. m2.—Yeiterday t Elkhart. Ind., Jail. 12.--It becams
afternoon 011ie Janie, introduced 4 known today that Circuit firdge Jas•
bill appropriating4xao,000-for a post/ S. rdge'e reason for resigning front
offce building at Mayfield. !the 'Century club was liereatere nom:
Senator ,Hemenway left today foç of *the members smoke -cigarettes
Southern Indiana to 'look after ii. there. Cigarettes being prohibited
ft nces . in the 14 a..;•,.e..hairtr.a.iship fight: by . the Indiana law which Judge
-








Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
STILL CONFINED
LAID UP SEVERAL MONTHS
AS RESULT OF BROKEN
LEG.
All Employes of Funiture Factory
Maintain Co-operative Insurance
Company.
Mr..0tho Drake, the weld known
attache of the furniture factory, is
still laid up at his home with his
injured ha* that was broken about
three months ago by the elevator at
the plant falling from third to 'first
floor with him on same. He wits in
the Riverside hospital private wards
for many weeks, but the bone is
knitting and he has now been moved
to his home where , he is confined,
still being unable to 40 to work.
Apropos the injury of Mr. Drake
something can be said regarding a
company existing here that not many
people know of. It is a mutual co-
operative insurance company main-
tained by every employe of the furni-
ture factory that works several hun-
dred people. The project was started
ten years ago by the proprietors and
employes of the factory. and they
porosnsiobilience it the greatest success
Each employe making Si a day or
over pays. ten rents week in the in-
,surance fund that ;is .booke.1 aft&
by Messrs. Woolfolk, 'James arid the
other proprietors • of the big plant.
*Those meld:1g muter $1 per day pay
five cents each to this 'fund.
When any attache- gets sick or in-
just d he is visited by the "sick com-
mittee- s'elected from amongst the
employes. This oinarnittee finding
that he is realty disabled reCoM-
mended) to, the factory proprietors
that he be aldowed weekly benefits
out of the big fund maintained. Those
employes making $1 a- day or more
pre allowed $s per week out of the
fund while disabled, while those miik-
Mg tinder $t per day 'gets $4.50 per
week out of' the co-operative fund.
The allowance is made onlyupon the
irettotememendation of -the sick corn-
Tn' In this..manner the employes when
they are down disabled, have a right
to feel independent as they are not
burdens upon anyone, but draw
benefits that are rightfully their own,
out of the treasury of a company that
belongs to them- and which they
maintain. This plan has been adopt-
ed' ,for ten ,years past sind never a
furniture factory man gets disabled
or ist, sick but what he is receiving
pay right along to tide him over un-
til he gets well again and able to re-
sume work at his regular wages. They
always have several hundre4 doliers
in the -treasury, as . every Saturday
night when paid off they give in the
amount expected front them. Despite
the fact tlutt the company has been
nsainrained so long, there has nevf•r
been (*Callon- frof an extra assess-
ment, they always shaving enough
on hand to pay theifedisabled fellow
employe. •
Mr. Drake -has been 'laid -up for
months now, hut every Week get his
allowance of $s.
r...—=:22=====




By the Pound or Quire
ALL AT CUT PRICES
Harbour's Book Dept.
DON GILBLRTO
at his OpticalVarlors has a large display
'4 of the
Victor Milting Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Vicar for $22.00
II' A BEAUT. REMEM R I ;ad THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN 0 RECORD. -MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND IIIEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-
IDLY i HAVE HAD TO OPE EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATION,"
ABOUT OUlk MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG-1/0U HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERN?' -RINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES,
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM t P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY.
Dodge is sworn to uphold, he felt he
cotilst not give even formal sanction
to their use by remaining a member
of the climb
"WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired Dec. 31st. Those who desire
to renew them should do so before it
is forgotten, as all premises n paid
for on or Oefore January Tod* will
be shut, off,
The 'prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties









Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-




Highest price paid for secondhand
Oto\2es -
FzLirtizittare.
B., anything and sell everything.
218-220 .Court street. Old phone 13111.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in coasK.
s
LINN PR 1 PERTY
REFEREE BAGBY WIL
L HEAR
THE PETITION TN 
NEWT
TEN DAYS.
Judge Bugg at Wickliffe 
Passed Mo-
tion for a New Trial
—Hodge
and Johnson Held.
Yesterday Referee Bagby, 
of the
Bankruptcy court, issued 
an order
setting January 24th ae t
he time he
would hear the petition of
 the trus-
tee asking for permission 
to. sell real
estate belonging to the 
bankrupt es-
tate of Will Linn of M
urray. At
the same time the referee
 will hear
the trustee's petition ask.i
ng for con-
sent to sell the remaining 
one acre of
Lilburn Linn's property that 
was over
looked when 'the balance wa
s dispoked
of some weeks ago. Both 
the Linns
are members of the Will 
Harris &




• Yesterday morning Judg
e Richard
Lightfoot returned from 
Wickliffe,
Ky., where he went to rep
resent the
plaintiff - in the case where 
defendant
asked for a new trial, it be
ing that of
Miss Lula Warford against 
Dr. S.
M. Dorris for alleged ma
lpractice.
Judge Bugg had set Thursda
y as the
time for disposal of the moti
on for
another hearing, but that day 
paesed
it indefinitely and the Paducah
 judge
returned, 'his mission there 
being ;0
oppose any new trial to the de
fendant




Today County Attorney Bark
ley
goes down in the county to
 attend
the court of Justice Gholson, w
ho has
several cases before him for tri
al. To-
day there is set for trial in the 
mag-
isteral court of Justice John Th
omp-
son, the breach of the peace c
harge
against Bruce Gillum. It is char
ged
that Gillum tried to run over so
me
children about Christmas, with 
his
horse and buggy, out in the co
unty.
Judge Lightfoot issued a warrant, 
but
before Sheriff Ogilvie could ge
t to
serve same on Gillum 'he surren
dered
tc Justice Thompson, wibo set the
case for trial today, but may pos
t-
pone it as the county att Trsey canno
t
be present, his attention being en
-
gaged over at Squire Gholson's co
urt.
Libel Suit.
Yesterday a' settlement was ma
de
of the libels suit of the St. Bern
ard
Mining company against the own
ers
of the towboat Clifton, the coal c
om-
pany claiming the boat propriet
ors
owed several hundred dollars for feel.
Both Held Over.
Hon. Samuel Crossland yesterda
y
arrived in the city from Clinton, Ky
.,
where he went and appeared as 
coun-
sel for Cheatham Hodge and Bo
b
Johnson, Who are ch,arged with 
mur-
dering Pink Head eighteen month
s
ago by luring the latter onto his rea
r
parcila one -night and aesaesinaiing him
at his.home several miles from Cl
in-
ton. After the hearing was finished
the judge held Johnson and Hodge
over to the circuit court grand jur
y
on the charge of murdre, and allowed
tlem to give bond of $2,000, which
they quickly furnished. Hodge liv
es
.right optside of Paducah, having
moved here since the killing, and 
will
himself return today.
The cotton growers of the South





Committee Decides on Rate Meas
ure
to Push Through House.
Wa-hington, D. C., Jan. 12.—The
republican members of the house cor
n
miftee on interstate and foreign 
com-
merce, at a conference which las
ted
three 'hours, yesterday afternoo
n
agreed to support the Hepburn rai
l-
road rate bill, with a few modifi
ca-
tions which were agreed on 
and
which relate chiefly to court proced
-
ure. These modifications we're take
n
from the provisions of the Esch
e
Townsend hill and are in•the nat
ure
ofi a compromise with the s
upporters
of that -measure. The committe
e will
repotr the Nita() the house next Fri-
day.
Representative Townsend, of Mich
-
igan, author of the Townsend 
bill,
which was consolidated with the 
Esch
bill and pasteed at the last ses
sion, it
is announced, will make the ope
ning
speech in the house in favor 
of the
Hepburn bill. It is planned to 
bring
in a rule on the Hepburn bill whe
n
it is considered so as to prev
ent
amendments 'except on the firs
t day
of debate. The democrats, 'how
ever,
are to be permitted lto offer a sub
sti-
tete on which they can go on recor
d
.This course, it is pointed out, is
 the
same as Was followed with the Esch
-
Townsend bill, when - the democrat
s
submitted the Davey bill. The r
e-
publican members of the committe
e
expreesed, the opinion that the debat
e
in the toilet probably will continu
e
not over a week.
Eurdpe has a population of a
bout'
aos coNatio. one-fourth 
ef
that of the whole world . 
Belgium
hag the densest popul
ation.
•
RING TKE CURSE OF S
PAIN
Simple Band Is Known as "M
ephis-
to's" and Brings Misfortune
toi Dynasty.
ahere is v!ways a distinction and 
a
sott of prii!..) in possessing someth
ing
which no one else has, even if 
that
something is repitted to be a disp
enser
of misfortune and history can 
show
Mat the po.nessor is sure to get i
nto
trouble thro.igh it. Until very 
re-
cently the Fpanish royal family 
was-
in this unenviable position and 
this
lasted from about the middle of 
the
sixteenth ceLtury until after -the 
time
of the Spent h-American war.
This uniqu but unfortunate posses
s
eon is nothing more or less than
 an
Innocent-look!ag but rather w
onder-
ful ring, and because It is reput
ed to
be the carrier of ill luck it has b
een
dubbed "Meplisto's ring." In 
appear-
ance it is similar to an ordinary 
mar-
riage band of solid gold with the 
ex-
ception that it is set with a larg
e and
perfect emerald, the 00111,0T of w
hich
has been hol' )wed eat and con
tains
a ruby so cut to fit exactly. Ar
ound
these at the of the emeral
d are
alternately sit. p aria and diamon
ds of
about the else of pin heads.
Although this ring is said to b
e
quite valuable and to have a wonsder
ful
history attached t) it, no one can
 be
found in Spain who is willing 
to take
it even as a gift, and this becaus
e it
Is universally known what "Mephist
o's
ring" means.
This evil ornament came into Sp
an-
is possession at the time of the 
reign
of Philip II., but how no one s
eems
to know. History tells that durin
g the
reign of this monarch and those
 of
his successors, Philip III. and Phi
lip
TV., the country was slowly but s
urely
41 the decline. This ring was in
 the
•)ossession of all these kings. Fr
om
the reign of Philip IV. to that
 of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be tra
ced,
but it then again springs into ex
ist.
once, and history tells of the 
die
estrous' wars between Spain and E
ng
land during the time of the last-
named
monarch.
Next Philip's son, who ascended 
tits
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III.
, is
taken prisoner by Napoleon and 
Ms
Spanish throne is given to the br
other
of the French emperor. Then co
mer
tne Carnet rebellion under Ferdinan
d's
daughter, Isabella II.. and the bani
sh
meat of Queen Christina; the war w
ith
the Moors; the, banishment of Q
ueen
Isabella in 1868; the general s
cenes
of anarchy and bloodshed durin
g the
years of 1873 and 1874, and finall
y the
quarrels between Spain and her
 cole
tiles, which resulted in the disas
trous
Spanish-American war.
At the time of the commencement
 of
the recent war between Spain and 
the
'United States this ring was pre
sented
by the Spanish royal family t
o a
church In the hope that having a
 re,
ligtous institution as its owner its e
vil
effects would be averted. This
 did
nothing toward changing its infl
uence,
for almost immediately after its 
recep-
tion by the church this house of
 wor-
ship was burned to the ground, 
and
the ring was thereupon returned
 to
Its donor.
It was then given to a museum, but
,
like the church, this was also desti
ned
to receive harm, for it was twice
 (a
thing said never to happen) struck
 by
lightning. The ring was again 
re-
turned to the Spanish royal fa
mily,
where It remained for some time. T
he
last defeat of the Spanish army 
and
'navy is claimed to be due to thi
s ring
At present no one will take th
e. re
eponsinility of the ,ownership of 
this
Jewel, so it has been' placed in a str
ong
box and secretly buried.
Explosive Germs.
It is not uncommon for a diamo
nd
to explode soon after it reaches 
the
surface; some have been known 
to
burst in the pockets of the mine
rs et
when held In the warm hand, an
d the
loss is the greater because large sto
pers
are more liable to explode or f
ly in
pieces than small ones. Val
uable
stones have been destroyed in 
this
way, and It is whispered that cunn
ing
dealers are not averse to allowin
g re-
sponsible clients to handle or car
ry in
thq ir warm pocket.; le-ge c
rystals
fresh from the mine. By 'may of
 safe-
guard against explosion some 
dealers
imbed large diamonds in raw
 potato




An engineer who viewed the rec
ent
eclipse of the sun from his stati
on in
Malta thus describes the effect of 
the
darkness on the inhabitants of that
 is-
land: "The Maltese nearly went m
ad
with fright, thinking the world w
as
miming to an end. All the people
 of
the village where I am living ran i
nto
the church, while some rang th
e
church bells and some even fired o
ff
large squibs (something of the f
ire-
works tribe, I mean), but it wa
s all
over In about a quarter of an 
'hour
and then the Maltese left the chu
rch
and made their way back to 
thpir




Miss Cutting—I have often wondered
why you have never dabbled In liters
.
ture, Mr. Cilibb.
Mr. Glibb—Ah, you flatter me, Mis
s
Cutting.
"Not at all!" said she. "If I coul
d
spin off fairy tales as easily as yo
u
can, I should certainly try to pu
t




"Well," said the optimist. "there are
at lewt two senators who won't
 do any
grafting this session."
."Oh, I d'an't .-knolv," growled the
renfirmed ,rersirnist. "ti hey'll heti
make a•titetty gont rake-off on th
eir
mileage."--Chicsgo Sun.
CANNON STOPS' I Air,
SATISFACTORY RESULTS' OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN PRANCE.
Damage from Storms Absolut
ely
Checked in Localities When
Firing Has Been
Done.
The cannon defense against h
ail
terms the subject of a report t
o the
state department by United 
States
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. T
he
Hail Cannon society of Lamas 
has
prepared a report on the use of 
the
cannon during the past year. The
 re-
port deals with the experience of
 28
cannon-firing societies, which used 
462
cannon in a number of storms. It
 ap-
pears that during the 15 years 
prior
to the use of cannon the losses fr
om
hail amounted to about $3,088,000, a
nd
that during the five years in 
which
cannon have been in use in the 
same
territory the leases were but 1159,
412.
During the year 1904 the same com
-
munes sustained no losses what
ever,
a fact attributed entirely to use
 of
cannon. The writer of the repo
rt
says:
"We base our confidence in th
e
eflIcacy of the firing on the fact
 that
the thunder and lightning ceas
ed, the
wind abated and the clouds 
disap-
peared under the firing of the c
annon,
and a mild fall of rain and sof
t snow
succeeded. These facts are 
undenia
ble."
The report reviews the resul
ts of
tbe firing in 28 storms duri
ng the
months 54 April, May, June, July
 and
September. The results are ge
nerally
he same—cessation of the 
thunder
and lightning, dispersion of the
 clouds
and a slight fall of rain an
d snow.
Where no cannon were used 
the hail
fell and caused serious damages
. "The
communes not defended by 
cannon
suffered enormously." In spe
aking of
one storm the report says:
"This storm was literally a
rrested
at the east on the boundar
ies of the
firing. In the northwest and 
a little
distance from the cannon a h
urricane
swept over the country with
 violence,
everywhere ceasing great dama
ge."
The report contains sever
al pages
on the storm of July 22, 190
4, which
caused great damage in some 
parts of
the country not protected by
 the can-
non. This hurricane caused
 incalcu
lable damage in 29 commune
s. Two
communes, Lozanne and 
Belmont,
were entirely desolated. "but 
they had
but a few cannon, one six 
and the
other eight They are ee
parated by
s great distance from the c
ountry that
Is provided with cannon." Th
e mayor
Lozanne, who is the preside
nt of
the society for defense aga
inst the
hail, wrote that his neighbo
rs found
themselves upon the edge of 
the com-
munes where there was no 
defense
against the hall add were u
nable to
resist a storm of such viole
nce. He
says: "During the first few
 minutes
of the storm the firing wa
s followed
by the falling of a few soft 
hailstones,
and everybody noticed, even
 in that
general 'storm, that the th
under and
lightning diminished as the f
iring con-
tinued, and that the diminu
tion was
caused by the cannon." In 
several
places all traces of vegetati
on disap-
peared and the consternatio
n was
great in the wine-growing co
mmunes.
The mayor of Belmont repor
ts that
the firing was powerless in 
his com-
mune on account of the small 
number
of cannon.
The report mentions several
 locali-
ties where the firing was ve
ry active,
and It says the hail was checke
d when
the firing commenced. In th
e country
known as Arbresle there were, 
from
all accounts, but few cannon 
in use,
and the destruction from h
ail was
widespread and disastrous.
In the great Beaujolais wine 
dis-
trict, where the country "fairly
 brie-
tled with cannon," the farme
rs say
that they found It necessary t
o fire
only on the boundaries of the 
large
vineyards, and that, as a rut&
 but
very little firing occurred in t
he cen-
ter of the field. The consul
 says be
has met a dozen or more larg
e wine
growers who assert emphatically
 that
they have not the remotest dou
bt of
the efficacy of the cannon to 
destroy
the hail in the clouds and t
o turn it
into a mild rain.
"The use of cannon against th
e
tail," says Consul Covert. "wil
l un-
doubtedly continue In France un
til
some authority appointed by the
 gov-
ernment shall asrume control of 
the
experiments and demonstrate it
s Im-
potency, if such a thing be possibl
e.
The farmers of Arbresle, where 
but
few cannon were used, are pr
eparing
to wage a more effective campaig
n
against the hail next year. 
Their
president and the other officers of th
eir
societies are of the opinion Ursa th
e
sole cause of their losses this 
year
was the failure to use a • suffic
ient
number of cannon." t1/4
The 'E' .ain of American Life.'
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of th
e
"strain of American life," W. 
do.
dared that "every man is tryi
ng to
d'utdo every other man—giving
 up
modesty, gIvinrup honesty, giving
 up
generosity, to do it; creating a war
,
every man against every man;
 the






Walt Whitman in Camdea,"
 in •04)n.
tory.
• Force of Habit.
Aocording to the New York Sun,
'
physician started a model insane
 asy-
lum with a special ward for
 crazy
chauffeurs and motorists.
"But I don't see any patients," said
visitor to whom the automobile war
d
."2"011hh,7thne. phyAelan repined. "they're
all under the cots Hitieg the 
slats."




Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands., Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
of the skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin foed that sup-
plies just the right blood'moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Mad* of the purest ingredients,









Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable,




a 320111011 Sta. phone 337
& Clay St*, phase 31.
EXCURSION:
St. Louis and Tennessee Rives Pa
ck-
et company—the cheapest and be
ef
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Roved
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of plasmas, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jae





Having secured the services of
 Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be please
d
to meet his friends and old .cu
stom-
er, promising them the quickest 
ser-







IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY
.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU
-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE 
THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO P
ER
FECT HEALTH.




/f you wont yuur clothes 
cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to
 K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. 
/ have
the nicest lide cf sampfild for t
ints
in the city. Suits made to or
der.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,





Room No. 5, Columbia Building,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 24o at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9*. in.; Ito 3 p. in., 7 to g p,
TRUEHEAFT BUILDING.
Both phone BM at the office, b
oth
-.11M- --I









J. C. Flournoy 
c•ca. Reed
FLOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS;
Rooms zo, zz and is. Colu
mbia Bldg
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivet4 & Ri
vers, ries
Nort hFifth, Both Phone sss.









11. 1. Rivers, M. D.




OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear ban
k
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone xi* Old Phone 303.
11.1. Hessig. M.D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone a7o.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours S to zo a. in., z to 3
p.m. and 7 to g Q. M.





Rooms r, a and 3 Register
 Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the court
s of the
state. Both phones gr.





Office over Globe Bank and T
rust ,
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
. On Friday, December rst,
 the fol-
lowing' changes in time of 
Southern
railway trains will become 
effective:
No. a, now leaving Louis
ville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 
a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville 
at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 
p. m.
No. 23, now leaving Louisville
 at
7:25 p. rn;., will depart at 7:15
 p. m.
No. 24 now leaving Lexingto
n at
6 p. m., wilt depart at 5:40 p. 
m,
NO. 1, now leaving Lexing
ton at
5:30 p. in., will depart at s p. m
.
• Corresponding changes will
 be
Made at local stations and 
passep-
gers intending to use these tra
ins
should consult ticket agenta fo
r cem-
plete information.










ville at 8 a. m. daily




m. and St. Augustine I
day, without change.
serves all meals en rout
"Florida Special"—lo
ville 7:45 p. in., Carril
sleeper daily except S
ville to St. August
change via Chattanooga
arriving at Jacksonvill
m. and St. Augustine
next day. From Da
solid train, of drawing
composite car, observa
Dining car serves all m
Via the "Land of th
man sleeper leaves Lot
p. m. daily, running
Knoxville, where conne
at 9:35 a. m. with th
to Jacksonville, via A
lumbia and Savannah
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist
Good returning until
now on sale at low rate
Variable TI
Going via Asheville
the Sky" and "Sapp!)
and returning via Ails
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of th
ter Homes," rather h
lustrated booklets, foldi
address any agent of
Railway or C. H. H
P. A., Louisville, Ky.,
A. G. P. A., St. Le





ble daily service, and




read for reaching the
1st resorts of the Sou
New Orleans, Vicksbu
Gulfport, Miss., Ham
Mardi Gras at New
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a




ca, Panama, Weft Ind
Send or call fqr des
it. regard to the abol
Havana Via Nes
Havana, Cuba, is ti
the Illinois Central




day at 4:oo p. m. at
Havana at /Sunrise I
Hot Springs, Ar
Daily Sleeping Car




Car Line St. Louis




Special Tours of :




23rd, for Mexico 21
ldst to include a s
Orleans for the M2
trips made in spec





through to Los A
Fransiseo as follni
leans and the Sot
cry Friday from 01
day from Cincinn
via Omaha and the
cry Wednesday fr
- Pull Particulars
the above can be
the Illinois -Cstitc
lines or by ladre5
undersigned.
Jos. Bins, D. 1
P.' W. Harlow,
'sills,











with solid brain of
ers and vestibuled
tanooga and Atlanta,
lesonville at 8:50 a.,








:ksonville at 8:50 p.
ugustine at to p.
am Danville this iS
rawing room sleepers,
observation car, etc.1
es all meals en route..
Id of the Sky"-Pull-
Ives Louisville at 7:43
running through to
re connection is made
with through sieepet




g until May etst, are
low rates.
able Tours
isheviRe and "Land' ot
"Sapphire Country"
via Atlanta and Chat-
cc versa.
'rid of the Sky," "Win-
rather handsomely ii-
nets, folder,. rates, etc,
agent of the Southern
.7. H. Hungerford, P.
Ale, Ky., G. B. Allele.
., St. Louis. W. C.,





s Centeal maintains dou-
tyke, and operates the
s, with Dining Cars, Ruf-
Car s , Chair Cars and
✓s, from Chicane), St.,
icinnatt and Louisville 4
iohing the Winter Tour.
if the South, including
s, Vicksburg,
Is.., Hammond, La.
is at New Orleans Feb.
Ifport is a Mexican gull
having the new, fine
Atm" Hotel. Regular
iship tailings from gew
Mexico, Central Ameri-
Wett Indies and Europe.
11 fqr descriptive matter
) the above.
a Via New Orleans.
Cuba, is best reached via
Central through service
leans and the new ocean
.crew, nineteen knot
8. Prince Arthur
N Orleare; every Wednes-
) p. m. and arriving at
/Surmise Friday morning.,
wings, Ark., Florida.
eping Car without change




St. Louis to Jacksonville
Jew Orleans. The best
Ile, Chattanooga and At-
eideo, California.
fours of kiexin5 and Cali-
the Illinois Central and
ans under the auspices of
& Whitcomb. will leave
ridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.,
Mexico anti California, the
elude a stop-over at New
1r the Mardi Gras. Entire
e in epecial private vesti-





o Los Angeles and San
as follows: Via New Or-
the Southern Routes ev-
V from Chicago! every Tues
Cincinnati and Lottisrvillr
a and the Scenic Route et-
tesday from Ohicago.
irticulars concerning all of
can be had of agents of
ais 'Central and connecting
by addressing either of the
ed.
ggs, D, F. A.. Cincinnati..
Hselow, De P. Az,
: 
 Louis-
Scott. A. G. P.
•




N ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recently
Discovered in the State of
,JAPANESE WOMEN'S coce.
New Fork. I ' 
of the Practice in Every
Tesiethings Which Have Become Put
Houriehold.
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend. -
Lake Ca-M-011-1a, the sacred lake of
It. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking deer during the last hunting ,
season at the Little Falls of the upper
"Waters of the Sacondaga, near Ltilee
Piseco, caught in a heavy downpour
of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
from the storm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there hit
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
creeered with moss. Carelessly strik
it It gave forth a hollow sound. Hie
etriosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
Non laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. At
Its largest circumference it measures
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches.
The circumference of the top or moutb
of the jar is 24 inches.
The vessel on the inside bean signs
Ill use, but the outside shows no trace
fire, as is usual in Indian Jars. The
Edttom is roupded. The Ornamenta.
(Ion around the top is of the meal
style of the Mohawk pottery-that is,
a series of straight and diagonal lines,
The jar still hears the moss that had
nthered on the rounded bottom that
win exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on an'
count of the shape of the top, which it
cut in three curves, forming three
points, which give it a triangular ap
pearance.
It is a singular fact that the three
largest specimens of Indian pottery
low in the valley were found in the
lake region of the foothills of the
Adirondacks-the Richmond jar, the
Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
Theeliorra,cks jar is in the possessios
of W. Max Reid for the present and is
an interesting study. It is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter.
tested In the life and affairs of the
roriginal Americans" is of equal value
,
IC4.D-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
)(ermine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
it is no. generally known 4that the
revolutionists, bent on makinc Russia
• republic, are grounding theft- belief
that the- Muscovites will accept this
, form of government on the fact that
at one time there were a number of
' "publics In the present absolute em-
ire. Chief among them, says the Cote
rier-Joernal, was the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dviaa to the
Volga and the Sea of Pelpus. Other
f eblics were the states of Pslooff,T
a
their jatka and others. They lost in-
ependenos at the end of the fifteenth
celtury to the grand duke of Moscow.
La these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now scattered broadcast
ver Russia. The poorest citizen had
much voice In the government as
e richest; absolute majority at the
lin decided all questions of interior
d foreign affairs. When an onicial
s accused of wrongdoing all the (R-
evs MK in judgment on him and de.
tided by their votes ehrther he should
be retained or should lose his °niche
head. The minority had to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
president or prinee, as he was called
*tete(' for several years. held office
only with the proviso that he could be
tlismissed at a inoinentlruotice if he
misbehaved. Even the church author-
it/ea and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all had to submit to
dictation from the polls.
le
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
Eleetern Hypothesis a Source
' of Much Concern to
Electrielans.
-- -
It apparently Natters much to tie
frofeeeore what matter is. Pref
Wind, of the University if Utrecht, ex-
ereunde the elerterteheory, which may
, mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by prosiness of experiment and
tneory the eleetern hypothesis in its
ultimate form should continue to gain
ground, if it finally should prove un•
avoidable to accept the view that mat-
ter consists entirely of electrons, mass
and momentum would cease to be
what they now are In our ideas, quan
titles strictly invariable. The predi
non and confidence with which sci-
hits for centuries almek at a de
ption of the physical nniverse in
mu only of matter and motion were
sed chiefly, though half unconscious-
ly. eta the Idea of mass and momentum
invariable, images or picture's of
•-invallable elements of reality itself.
This idea, nays the •Chicago Tribune.
„_funclamental to ,our whole mechanical
Imaception of astern would shriek into
sa,Illtusion In the light of the new
theory. A great advantage wonld be
that whereas it now seems almost
hopeless to involve electronnagnetie
phenomena in a doecription in terms
only of matter Lett motion, the malty
desired ki our picture of the physical•
world would then be secured by patting
it in terms of electerns and motio
How She Came.
She hed just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her and on the one in
front bad been two nice-looking nelets.
with whom she would notehave ob-
liected to conversing from sheer %%eeri-
ness. But they had nomehow failed
to avail themselvcs of their opportuni-
ty to talk with a pretty girl.
"Did you eome by easy stance?" in-
quired a friend.,
Recalling the two silent fellow Toy- ,
DIera, s e replied with a shrug:
"No, ly slow coaches!"--N. Ot I
Mee- tnocrat. ewe/
The work of the Countess Onus
and other Japanese women in, organ-1
king the hospital service of Tokio and
the various socieUes for • aiding the/
Japanese army is distinguished tor its
splendid spirit and its modern Meth-
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, saws Yotth's Companion,
will take up with amused wonder a re-
cent book-the translation of the pre-
cepts of a Japanese sage, which for
generations have been foundati
of feminine training in Jap
The book itself is not
used, but its teachings have e a
part of the practice of e Japanese
household.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
the female," says the sage, Kalinin
Ekken, "are indocility, slander, jeal-
ousy and silliness. These infirmities
are found in seven or eight out of
every ten women, and from them arise
the inferiority of women to men."
'He boldly putts the doctrine of the
wife's obedience on an impregnable
ground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's eharagter," he says, "that it
lq incumbent on her in every partic-
ular to distrust herself and obey her
husband."
The system of rewards and punish-
ment for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains an
Ingenious balance. "A woman must
look on her husband," says Kaibara,
"as if be were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking how she may yield
to her husband, and thus escape celes-
tial castigation."
leathers disapproves for woman he
dulgence In the pleasures of the the-
ater, of music, of wine, and even of
tea. Curiously enough, he would not
have her very religious, and this for
a reason which no Christian would be
likely to guess-a kind of conjugal
jealousy of heaven! "The wife," he
says, "must not enter into an irrever-
ent familiarity with the gods."
This is a highly oriental view of
woman's place in the scheme of things.
Vet no one who knows the best Jap-
anese women can doubt that, whether
tecaus• of Kalbarit's teaching, or in
spite of it, they are a lovely type of
gracious, gentle, vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood. They may
have eeen slaves in the past, but they
were always charming slaves. Now
that new Japan is setting them free,
their liberty has not destroyed their
-harm, but enhanced it.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
And It Wasn't Anything in the
Reading Line, But Some-
thing to Eat.
With a bunch of Ottawa people who
took In the Topeka state fair the
ether day were a visiting inassionater
and an old gentleman who was very
deaf, and who had never sees a bill
of fare used in a hotel, relates the
Kansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion te dis-
tribute a variety it religious tracts
through the eoaches, and the old gen
tleman, being unable to take part in
the conversation, acquired a collection
of the literature and assiduous',
rierused it throughout tk tr,. ik
was fairly well sated• with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The first care of the hungry es.ow-
sionista on reaching the capital City
was to Secure dinner, and they re-
paired in 'a bhdy to one of the princi-
pal hotels. The old gentleman was
chviously out of his class. It was eve
eent that he wee a little bewildered
ny the unfamiliar usages of a ;seders
hotel, but he made his Way with the
others tholugh the fair-tkne press and
secured a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised as he
seats! trinkelf. "'Pears like we're
too early-there ain't no vittles on the
table," he remarked to a companion.
As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
necessary to repeat it !Pere.
"Order. sir," pertunotoriky jerked as
overworked waiter, pausing behlne
him and submitting the printed menu.
His voice was InaudIble to the man
with the auricular handicap, who eon-
ternptuously waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the 'tsar
passed on, and shortly had an mine
tizing array of viands spread on both
casks and opposite to our friend st
unfortunately ignorant of the sonven
none.
To the sensation of hunger was add
ed a growing measure of wrath as the
cid man noted the astonishing fact
that everybody in the room but him
self appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condition
Celine suddenly discovered' by the head
waiter, that functionary struck the
flag of dignity and hastened to per-
sonally attend to the neglected guest
"Your order, sir!"
And again a bill of fare was thrust
before the exasperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up.
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I &inn
want to read; I want something to
eat!"
Got Back at' Him.
Algernon-I heah that you and
Ciewrence had an altahcation lawst
night and he called you's evahwy-
theng:
Percival-Yaws. but I got even with
him. deah boy. I called him noth-
ing, non ch er k no w. --C,h I cago Daily
News.. -
Metropolitan Way*.
Visiting Ss I estrra n---Pretty slow
town, this.
Resleent (of Bridgewater)-011, not
to durn slow; the Carnegie lib'ry SS
• r Or nosoupgert! -P int .._. •
the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
In the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east -side of the Teel* at about
ins miles from thee town of St. Mar-
tinville. The beauty of Its scenery
and Its picturesque landscapes have
probably no egsal la the state, et..Ye
the New Orleans States. Its waters
live the transparency of crystal, and
ts depth averages from SO to 100
feet.
The weird Ca-tedin-la mans the lake
of sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatfet lend tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthala's
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.
The Tetimetchec Indians, being
threatened with dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know not, their
prayermea consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great Manitou and to avert the calami-
'y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-on-la.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and pic-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the lake in
whose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her Light canoe on the
waters of the lake until, she had
reached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
of the great Hannon, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
eacritice to propitiate him and to
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With radiant smile she then tarried
toward the shore of the lake where
knelt the weeping maidens. She wavel
her hand gently to them, bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged into its
waters, to be seen no more.
Supersititous persons assert that
even to this day in times of great
calamity and misfortune, when , the
moon spans the sky and shines serene
in the' high heavens, streaking with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples of
the lake, a shadowy form is seen gild-
nig on its waters in a light canoe, with
hands extended heavenward, and they
say that all at once, uttering a will
and unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges headlong into the waters
and disappears, while the terror-strick-
en denizen of the forest answer the
shrieks with howls and lugubrious hoot-
ing*.
From that time Lake Ca-ta-on-la be
came the sacred lake of the Indians,
and every year they repaired to this
spot to propitiate the .great Manitou
with their offerings and sacrifices. Into
its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get rimmed of (her
moral and ph.ystesal impurities; into tee
sacred waters they dipped their amu-
lets and arrows to avert approaching
calamities and se protect themselves
cpainst the devises ef the evil spirit
He who soled t make this yearly
pilgrimage felt d ant and un
happy, and his I to follow
others in the is journey-, boded
him no good.
If while per his immersion
in the laies oriZiell• happen to
itrewn, his memory was execrated, and
his death was msaehiered the Judie-
noose ok the great alamillso as an atone-
ment tiir, the eriesee committed by
trim.
Thill lake is sai smiled Ca-ta-ou-la.
the lake of ISOIM but • the greatILi
Is 
now a wing af tie 
past.
worshipers,.Maranon Dee $s
Frost Mabee 1st Turkeys.
"Cold weather manes at turkeys,"
said the poieterer.
"Why?"
"Because .in a warm fall the Found
keeps soft, the Neammelus, lingers ne
and the Selde are Nil of worms and
bulge. What's the remelt? The result
Is that the turkeys, from sunrise till
dark, tramp the tempting fields on long
forages, eating the worms and Inifs.
which thin them, ited walking all their
soft and flue flesh late tough, stringy
muscle.
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snows, freezes the wetted and kills
the bugs. Then the turkeys are not
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
farmyard, gorge an abundance of
grain, and put en flesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
'But in a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible bug, the turkeys do their 15
or 20 miles regularly, and become ath•
tete'. For athletic turkeys there is no
public demand."
• The Lawyer.
Now, guess who it is that takes an
oath "whereby he Invokes God's help
that he may do no falsehood nor con
sent to the doing of any in court; that
he may not wit-tingly or willingly pro-
mote. or sue any false, groundless or
unlawful suit, net give aid or con-
sent to thetiserne; that he may delay
ifib manfor lucre or malice, but that
he may. con net himself with all good
fidelity." Guess who taken that oath.
But you -ventild never guess itin the
world. It is the lawyer.-itaneas City
Times.
Npt in That Can.
He-Do you believe that if one per-
son gives another a pair of selectors
it 'will cut their friendship?
She-Not if it's a nice little pair of
Meer scissors with my monogram ea
.--Answers.
MOU 1i405 IN JAPAN.
Is Done in ivate and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the
Public;
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not ,put on
mourning, but after the blow has
tenets they make their next appear-
ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing bad happened. Accord.
tog to Lafeadio 'learn, this is not
in the smallest sense an evidence of
indifference. The Japanese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be
reaveMent as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict *toe about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
Impossible for a,courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
ora  tat oo thought of pain shallp
'front tffe'suitiseer tei his tidtgbboe,
the,etefferer wears the aspect of con-
tentrnent, even though his heart is
breaking.
Our ()yin .practice - Is quite the/ re-
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
hh friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some droll' of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
poaents of the practice have thought-
lessly assumed. It Is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is Worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
antl, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tert. The emblem is the token of their




Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organized. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full equivalent
in work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainty one-half of
what wooed have to be paid by a private
organization, it Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time fer completion. In
shot, the *weeniest government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What,le the beet type




Talesman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
In a nertnern California town a slip
pored murder hem been committed, re-
lates Linpincotes ne-azine.
The belt-breed wife of an Indian
bail died, as the husband said, from
natural causes, and was bailed with-
out tile tweed formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance Of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer.
stated, were found upon . the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
ining the talesman to ascertain if any
of them were prejudiced against Inc:l-
ane.
Talesman Taylor ere.s upon the stand
undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your faro-
II; any' harm at any timer° asked the
proseentor.
"No," replied
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an. In-
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor, "except that
my wife's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice,
Magistrate-So you want te get a
separation frotn your wife! What's
the matter with her?
Applicant--She behaves most brutal
ly towerd me. She treats me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
fl'in afraid, my good man, I canelo
nothing • for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."-Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, she Is!" exclaimed
Iliss Pretty. angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm es much
above her as-"
"Tut! tut!" interrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
yours ceases to be a rosebud when it
begins to bloW."-Philadelphia Ledger.
•••
BRITISH SHLLL OF 1812.
Baltimore Man Brings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
' —
Au interesting relic otthe war of 1812
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish seine by B. It. Stull,
of this city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships which
assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
it a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to find out what
was inside, and, placing It under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which 'sin
good condition, came out. There was
something else Lie, so Mr. Stull con-
tinued to dig, and at last dislodged 176
leaden bullets, each about five-eighths
of an inch In diameter, which had been
firmly embedded In brimstone.
The shell is flee and five-eighths
Itches in diameter and, with its cou-
nts, weighs 22y, pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stull that
the wooden pep was a portion of the
shell, the method of .hooting the shell
being to place the cap on the allele with
a fuse leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
either tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed in the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which in turn carried a spark to the
powder in the shell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF '(APE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
--
"Crape pullers eet a 20 per cent
commission," said the conservative
florist. "That commission comes dff
the flowers, though," he added, sneer
"What Is a crane piillerr
"A crape puller is a man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calla on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeral. We call such a
man a crape puller contemptuously,
pretending that be gets Indoors by
yanking thee crape which hangs from
the door bell.
"A good many florists encourage
crape pulling-In fact, live on it
They have booklets, illustrated with
photographs, that tell all about the
various designs they make. With
these booklets the crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservaovee don't eneourage
crape pulling. We consider it unseene
ly and indecorous in the first place,
and in the second place, since the big
eommission comes not out of the
pocket of the florist, but off the or-
der of the puretraser, we consider it a
little dishonest. But death is always
with us. hsorists must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find a
modern • heating vant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re-
mote It wean be, sale, a representative
of a prominent heating appliance man-
ufactory.
Not s• very long ago our company
was asked to mate an estimate for
putting in a 'modern steam plant In a
son .house' on a !enema-let Nebraska
ranch. I saw the house, and while its
exterior was not very prepossessing,
Its interior wee motat comfortably fit•
ted up and furnished. It had six
root-as, I think, all of them liberal in
size, and fitted out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundastee of Money. He
merely hadn't got areund to building
a wood, stone or brick, residence. His
'sod house Is, located about 40 miles
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned rrom church to bet
husband, who bad stayed at home)-
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser-
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profeAnd impression on me.
think It will make a better woman of
me as long as I live.
Husband- old you walk home?
"Oh, no; I took a car, and, do yov
know, John, the contluctor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved I
nickel. Wasn't i lucky?" -Chicago
Journal.
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and. affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar-
ing, in the couree of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, it were an offering far
too small," at the same time grop
ins in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny-bit whieb he knows
to be there.-Vaisity Fair.
•
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
in, Berlin reaches distant (emitter like
Bt. -Petersburg. Vienna. Pule. Rome
and Brussels Tee operetoel sr most-
ly who are prollefetat in the
languages of the principal countries
of Europe. These highly trained and
wenneueeted women are employed at
• .15.4.14 Salarlai
iii WAS 'QUE.
STEMPEL'S WAY OF TELLTNO
°
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very even was absolutely unkme,
tansy took all the credit for the discov-
ery, as he does for almost everything,
but he does not boast about Ingo much
now.
Of course all the men in the °files saw
that Stempel was entirely oat of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that coin the firm over
$100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Tom Paston's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight. Pastore makes his
3s and es a good deal alike anyway, but
he's too valuable a man to fire and it
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book.
said at once that he had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
in a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He wasn't ektravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel-
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a story
about an utcle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said he Beam 15 miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. rip sarked Stempel what he
thought of it. I guess ha was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing envelepes.
"But what do you thenc of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so
berly, "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. I know what the His-
s?sippi current is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 16 miles in two
hours and 19 minuees without towing
anything. t don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Ofcourse that tickled Tansy. As I said.
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
He made a great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
gee through him at first and.talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other-what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, necause what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
bit us hard occasionally.
One day Tansy told'rue that he had
asked Stempel what he thought of mey
sad Stempel replied that he didn't care
to say.
"I aeked him If that didn't mean that
he had not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy. "and he Said at last
that it did. tie went on to say-"
I toki him that if he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd punch his
head and that stopped him. I was hot.
'though, and after I'd thought it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
heard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
"He did, and before all the crowd," I
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell ;you what else I said--
what I bailed my opinion cm?" he asked,
gently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
stand for it."
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel. and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
I think it slid me good. Anyway, I took
it and Stempel and I are good friends
DOW.
But it didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
Tansy grinned. He thought he was
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know what Stempel means when he says
thee Tansy."
It didn't tease Herbert, though. He
was cocksure that he steed ace high,
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man," be said to Stempel. "I'd like to
know myself."
"I don't think you would," said Stem-
pel,
'l'm not bashful, old fellod; go
ahead," said Tansy.
"If you insist on It tell you," said
Stempel, who was ratha, pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you dishog-
orable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
my confidence in you, and Insincere, in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
whip for me to my face and make fun of
me to others. Ldon't consider you de-
cent. If ire the plain truth you want,
thsyereoryteannhdasyweeiett':
wasn't it? It ought
to le ve done Tansy good if it didn't."-
Ch'4.mgo Record-Herald.
Tempered with Mercy.
.Nlobraro Jake (leader .of vigilantes)
-Greaser Pete, yes. 'n ornery, sneakinr
hose. thief 'nd don't cinarve no mercy
whatsumever; but th' boys 've decided
t' give ye a chit*. atwlx' suicide and a
violent death. Now, w'ich d' yr...pre/sr?
-Puck. .
4146.Aro-
You have never ia
ma delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'
Celebrated
Candy
Free samples given away from to






Saturday Morning, Jan. 13, ago6.,
LOCAL NEWS
—The I. C. pay car will arrive
Erre next Wednesday to pay off the
employes.
—Mr. Cliff Miller is able to be out
after a week's confinement at hit
home on South Sixth street e itla
rheumatism.
—Next Monday the ICtitterjohu
Brick company stockholders vv ill hold
a meeting for the purpose of electing
officers for the concern which was in-
corporated last week..
Prof. Mahler's Juvenile Daaeing
class begins Saturday, January i3th,
at 3 p. m. K. P. hall.
IN STATU QUO
LEATHERWORKERS' QUES-
TION HAS NOT YET BEEN
SETTLED.
Restaurant and Hotel Employes Ad-
dressed Last Night by I. Mess-
mer, of Tobacco Workers.
President Akx Kulp, of the Padu-
cah Sadie company, yesterday stated
that he had informed -the committee
from the Leatherworkers' Union that
he would sign up their scale of wages
and agreements for this year if the
organized body got the signatures of
the other similar establishments that
were running "open shops" which
comprises the Starks-Ullman con-
cern and the E. Retikopf Saddlery
company. The agreements for igos
had expired Tuesday between the
unions and employers, and the organ-
ized bodies want a renewal of same.
Heretofore only the Paducah Saddle
company and Michael Brothers have
signed the contract and worked union
srPti exclusively, while the Starks-Ull-
man and the E. -Rethicopf plant have'
refused to sign and .employ ,whoever
they want to, uniOn OT non-union
men.
Mr. Starks of the firm bearing his
name, said last evening that he did
not intend-to sign, as they had been
;getting alcong all right by maintain-
!Vine a non-union Ohop which privileged
them to employ just drhoever they
;wanted to. Mr. Rehkopf has loo pt an
"open shop" for the past two years
and ifitends -continuing doing so.
Michael Brothers have always employ
ed union men altogether, and a day
or two ago renewed the contract by
eltindhing. • *Mir signature to -fele
agreements. •
' By the expressions of the two
'town shops" it is probable that none
but Michael 'Brothers will have a
evion shop, as M. Kulp will be guid
ed by that the two mentioned com-
petitive fi.rtnis do, according to his
avowed intention. The committee
after waiting upon him left presum-
ably to see the "open shop" men and
have not yet returned to iet their
final answer fmthe Paducah Sad-
dle company that does business on
Fourth and Jefferson streets. Al-
'aye 'heretofore this concern has em-
ployed union men only.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE TH E
Mr. J. Fort Abell, Misses- Abell,
Davis-iliff-Troop and Mi..4---gituna
Davis, of Sinithland, were here last
night tettent ing "The Clansman."
iMessrs. E. R. Tandy, of Clarks-
ville Tenn.. and T. B. Fairleigli of




the buyer in his country of tobacco
for the Rah. u government. The two
others buy ;or him at their tespee!
tive home races.
Mr. Roy Culleyahas returned from
visiting his ieother in Indiana.
Contractor William Katterjohn re-
turned yesterday morning from, New
Orleans.
Mr. James Clements has returned
from a trip to Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Stokes Payne and son, of La
Center, came up yesterday and at-
tended "The Clansman" last night.
Mr. and 11°^s. J. E. Baker and
MTV. S. H. l' .:s go to Sanford, Fla.,
next Tuesda pend the winter-
'Mrs. Garland is visiting
her mother in Murray.
Miss Mae Orme has returned from
visiting Mtrs. 11 .A. Fruitema, of
Murray.
Mrs. Jame, Bone, of Cairo, is here
visiting her sister, Mrs, Gedrge Bal-
lowe, of Twelfth and Monroe streets,
who is sick.,
Miss Emma 13allowe is visiting here
with relatives from Jackson, Term.
Mr. Voris Gregory and wife, of
Mayfield, are visiting here.
Miss Laura Thompson, of Shawnee
town, Ili., is visiting Mrs. Mae Heath
Trimble street.
Mr. Louis Browalow, of WasJaing.
• ,n, D. C., will be here next Monday
toe a brief eisit. He was formerly
editor of the News-Democrat.
Mr. Charles Graham was in Kevil,
Ballard county, yesterday on business.
Commodore Henry Leyhe, the
staainboatanan of St. Louis, is in the
city, lvis fleet of packets being in win-
ter quarters at "Duck's Nest," above
here two miles on the Tennessee
river,
Mr. Thomas McGregor, of the law
fism .of Oliver, Oliver & McGregor,
will next week return firom the law
school at Cumberland, Tenn., where
he graduates. He is the class orator.
. Miss Mae Jennison has returned
from.visiting- in Union' City, Tenn.
Mr. T. J. Atkins and granddaugh-
ter, MiLs Elizabeth Atkins, left yester.
day, the latter te -esurne her studies
at Washington, Li. C., and the for-
mer to accompany her as ier asLouis-
vale.
Mrs. Charles Baker yesterday re-
turned from visiting in, Savannah,
Tenn.
Mrs. W. S. Radnedge went to
Louisville yesterday to visit her sister
who is ill.
"Mr. W. B. Kennedy has gone to
Eastern Kentucky to visit he coal
mining and railroad property he and
other Paducalans control.
Mrs. Owl Roberts left yesterday
for Dodville, Tenn., • after visiting
Mrs. John Agnew, of Ohio street.
Alderman E. E. Bell returned last
evening from a business trip to St.
Louis.
Mr. Isadore .. returned last
night frotte.irelrumaipg trip through
Illinois.
Hostelry People.
Last evening the union of the hotel
and restaurant employes held a meet-
ing at the Central Labor hall on
North Fourth street, and during the
gathering they were delivered an ad-
dees by Mr. I. Messmer, of the To-
bacco Workers Inter:Melon:ill organ-
ization.
Fine lettuce for sale; tend - crisp
find cheap. Oak Grove greenivouse.
1-110rten 11 S 13f05.
Board of Health Meeting.
This morning at so o'clock the
board of health for this city will hold
a meeting at the office of Mayor
Yeiser in the City Hall. One of the
members said that the object of the
gathering was-nothing particular. but
INSURANCE TAX
SOME CHANGE MAY BE MADE
IN SAME BY AU-
THORITIES.
Always Heretofore the Companies
Have Paid a Straight Licen.,e of
$5o Per Year,
One of the aldermen of the nsuni-
eipal legielative & boards yesterday
said that p‘rubabilities acre a change
wonld be 'made in the provision of
the license 'ordinance regarding
granting licenses to insurance corn-
panics doing business in this city.
Heretofore the fire insurance com-
panies have all paid $5e1 for every
twelve months they wanted to do
bueinass, but last week the city
fathers in adopting the ordinance
regulating licenses for all, character
of businesses and professions, stipu-
lated that the fire insurance Com-
panies shoiild pay 4 per cent/of the
premiums they made the preceeding
year, their agent hereeheingcompelled
to certify tinder oath to the city audi-
tor, just how much the company made
the preceeding year. This means
that if a company has been here for
years and built up as much as $4,000
annual business, it will have to pay
license for the ensuing year while if
the ' business ranges only $750 per
-year, the compare pays $30. No
matter how much under $75o the
company makes a year, she has to,
pay $30 because no license smaller
will be accepted. • .
One of the board members yester-
day said he thought this 4 per can.
charge was not proper and that he
thought a change would hi( made in
the license. Every insurance man in
that they just assembled in periocli- the city is against the new regulation,
al session to discuss the heaith and with exception of President Starks of
ean;itation of the city it, general. the attlermanic board, saho is the one A. Frani* the es-sewer inspector,
who 1 wanted, in the clause 'be license is ,ready to receive orders for *alai:
/The Daily Register, only toe. a ordinance. Mir. Starks represents tary plumbing awork at his old staid,
week. several insurance companies himself # to8 13roadvnly. • ..... ,
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Everything New But the Name
Direct from its JPanaik aagageznent at Daly's Theatre, New York,
WITH AN
EXCELLENT CAST OF BROADWAY FAVORITES AND LARGE
SINGING CHORUS OF 50 PEOPLE.-
GORGEOUSLY GOWNED, MAGNIFICENTLY PRESENTED,
With New Scenery and Brilliant Electric Effects.
Seats on sale Friday at g a. m. PRICES: Matinee 'Woo, 75, so, 25.
PRICES night, $1.50, $1, 75. 50, 25•
THE SUSS Of THE GREAT PRIFN
The success of the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co. is due to the
quality of goods we sell and the price we put on them. We at all
times guarantee to give our patrons the best goods at a saving -Of
from 15 to 25 per cent, over your grocer.
For SATURDAY JAN.
6 lbs. of OUT 20C Coffee
20 lbs. Sugar for  i .00
7 bars Star Soap  25C
3 lbs. of our 1%2 Rice  
7 lbs. best Navy Beans ., 25c
Fancy Lemons, per doe   toe
Bottle of Heine Ketchup  o7c
13th, We Will Sell
5 lbs. of our 25C Coffee . $1.00
2 lbs. best evaporated
Peaches ...... 25C
• lbs. best evaporated
Apricots  25C
• lbs. best evaporated
Prunes 'Sc






Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of






This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets away for *e Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky. She gets back
here again next Thursday.
The Buttorff will leave Nashville
today and gets here tomorrow.. She
then lays until noon Monday before
skipping out for Clarksville, Tenn.
This morning the Dick Fowler goes
to.,Cairo and comes back tonight at
tt o'clock. She then lays until 8
o'clock Monday morning before leav-
ing again.
The Joe Fowler *ent to Evansville
yesterday and comes back again to-
morrow. S1.e lays until to o'clock
Monday morning, then, before skip-
ping away on her return teip.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Eviansvill.e and departs im-
mediately on her return that way.
The Petens Lee gets here tomorrow
en route to Memphis from Cincinnati.
The Rees Lee reaches this city to-












Pittsburg, 3.51 falling. ,
Davis Island Dam, 5.9; falling.






WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between,
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. -For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, .X.y.
FOR RENT—Saaroorn cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks:
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street. Ap-









Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and
And Household Goods. Both 'P
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bui
Campbell Bloc
Office Phone 369. • - Residence
Fey Vaults, Mbnuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work
GREEN RIVER STC
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumen
Building PutPueee, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON I
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL -YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stoi
SOLE AGENT, 26og TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH,
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE G
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT 01
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER
Ed D. Hann,
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBIN(
Both Phones aim. 232 South F ourth St., 325 Kentuck]
• the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREE1
W. C. Gray, propriet
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line saved to c
int noonday lunch for as cents.
EXPERT ACCOUNTAN1
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH,
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity
Fa ntrcay FalnocriydaB Oraannagses 
per, 
perdadaos .. tatic THE GLOBE BANK & Titu
Fancy Grape Fruit 3 for 25c
• !II Fresh Soda Crackers for  25c •
Fancy Lemons, per dozen ISC
2 Pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for ... 25c
Hammond's Calumet Hama, or
pound .I2C
Plc-inc Hama, per pound ogc
Sweet Potatoes, per peck roc
• cans Standard Corn ...25c
Can Fancy Sweet Wrinkle Peas.. tsc
7 lb Hand-picked Navy Beans .. 25C
Fancy California can Peaches .. isc
Fancy Open Kettle New Orleans
Molasses, per gallon 65c
V, Gal. can Fancy Table Syrup  i5c
Famous White DoVe Flour, per
sack , 75c
Cocoanuts at   o5c
ENGLERT & BRYANT
Pretty Fair Sort of a Frog.
(Anderson, Mo., Argus.)
Ed Mitchell, our genie) blacksmith,
tells a pretty frog 'story. He s s he
was gedhg down on Indiana cr k in
the direction of tha mill-the ot4kr day
and saw a big spring frog that, must
have weighed 13oo pounds. Pretty
good for the middle' of the winter,
But then this is A mild climate, you
know.
Mrs E. L. Whitaddes, oestopath,
609% Broadway; Phones, Old Lir,
New, 76r.




Capital and Surplus $1/55,c
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTS°,
N. W. VAN CULIN dASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. 8 'cits your derl
per cent per annum on time certificate of 
depose 
.. Safety 1
proof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year as to sim. You c•




Steam and Dot Water Ilea
Phove 133. 529 Broath
4-1m44444104.+1.1.4...**4
Subscribe. For The Re
